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Editorial        Nick Roberts 

 
The Harptrees History Society can never be accused of being parochial. Over 
the years our meetings have covered a huge array of topics spanning a wide 
geographical area and over at least two millennia. The Harptreenian is no 
different and I make no apologies in including articles from outside our two 
parishes or on subjects unrelated to the area. One such example is by Steve 
Ward who is always on the hunt for the unusual and a discovery in a bric-à-
brac shop is told here.  
 
In this edition we have a bias to the Litton and Hinton Blewett areas. Colin 
Budge describes the C17th glebe lands and terrier lists and Dave Kay reports 
on a gun crime in 1860, as well as beer theft in 1842 in Litton. Also in the 
area Colin introduces us to medieval farming in Hollow Marsh and usefully 
explains some of the terms associated with tenancies. Gill Hogarth takes us 
on a journey of discovery following the removal of ivy from a gravestone in 
Hinton Blewett’s St Margaret’s churchyard.  
 
Serendipity often plays a part in research. Sue Emmett introduces us to her 
work on Joseph Collins following the finding of a named manuscript in an 
archive in Bristol that leads right to our own back door.  
 
West and East Harptree are not forgotten, however, and we have a 
fascinating article from Andrew Sandon on the Buckland Charity Lands 
which commences with John Buckland’s death in 1678. Sue Emmett tells us 
of Madame Walters who appears to be quite a character. She lived in a 
house in East Harptree.  The house has long since gone, but the field where 
it once stood has prompted me to examine a field through time. 
 
In history there have always been disputes which, fortunately for us, have 
often been well recorded. Andrew has found and describes once such 
disagreement, this one concerning a section of the River Chew which was an 
important source of power of mills in years gone by.  
 
I hope that you enjoy this issue and wish you good health. 
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Chairman’s Report 2020      Lesley Ross 
 
Little did we know when we embarked a year ago on a new season of talks 
how much our lives and the life of people throughout the world was going to 
be changed by the introduction of a new virus which we now call COVID 19. 
As with all social events the History Society has been greatly affected. 
 
Last September we commenced our full programme of talks as usual at West 
Harptree hall where a new projector, screen, wireless speakers and T loop 
system had been installed, greatly improving the viewing of slides and videos 
but on occasion proving to be temperamental.  We had large audiences up to 
February but then our final two talks and all the summer visits had to be 
cancelled.  It is your committee’s intention to rebook all these events when it 
is once again considered safe for us to meet in large numbers.  In the 
meantime, the Society’s provisional programme for the 2020-2021 season is 
on the back cover and you can read about the details of some administrative 
changes in the following page. 
 
Financially, the Society is well able to withstand a period of disruption. The 
committee welcomed two new members Jane Eagon as new Treasurer and 
Sue Emmett and both have already made great contributions.  
 
The Research group had intended to take part in several local events and 
individual members had planned to attend various talks and workshops all of 
which were cancelled. In East Harptree, St Laurence’s Church, Project Newton 
was awarded a Heritage Lottery grant to develop their project. Members of 
the Research group are still fully involved assisting with the interpretation 
and historical element to the future exhibition. As part of the project a 
website is being developed for the History Society to allow wider access to 
our Archive and research papers. It is hoped that it will go live this autumn 
with gradually more records and material being added. 
 
Sadly this year, Jon Budd the founder of the History Society died. Despite 
developing Parkinson’s disease and taking part in numerous treatment trials 
over a period of 20 years he remained irrepressible and had boundless 
enthusiasm. From the beginning his plan was for monthly talks and a 
Research group, just as we have now. However, I think most of our present 
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members would be surprised at some of the topics. I will never forget the 
evening when the subject was Somerset UFO’s with accompanying videos. 
The audience was so large that people stood 4 deep at the back and sides of 
the hall. Jon loved talking to people and he recorded the memories of some 
of the oldest people in our communities. This led him to writing “East 
Harptree, Times Remembered Times Forgotten” for the Millennium 
celebrations. Without his enthusiasm this Society might never have formed 
and for that he should not be forgotten. 
 
I would like to thank all the members who help with the setting up and 
clearing away at meetings. Your assistance is much appreciated. But I 
particularly wish to thank the committee for their support, ideas and 
knowledge. If you would like to become more involved with the Society we 
would welcome you on our friendly committee. You need only give as much 
time as you wish. 
 
We may be unable to all meet together for the foreseeable future but I hope 
you will continue to support the Society. 
 
 

Changes to the Society’s administration 
 
All groups, clubs and social events are having to find new ways of operating to 
prevent the spread of Covid 19. The History Society committee has therefore 
decided on the following additions and changes to the administration of the 
Society: 
 
A new bi-monthly History Society Newsletter, sent by email, will commence 
from the end of September 2020. This will contain up to date information on 
events and other short items of interest. 
 
All talks at West Harptree hall will be subject to the hygiene and social 
distancing government advice and regulations current at the time of the 
meeting.  Places at all talks for the foreseeable future must be booked in 
advance 
 
For this year only membership will be extended until January 2021 for 
everyone who was a member in July 2020. 
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In January 2021 membership dues of £10 (a combined annual subscription 
plus monthly meetings charge), covering the period January – September 
2021, to be paid by Bank Transfer or cheque to Treasurer.  Cash will no longer 
be taken at the door. Details will be provided nearer the time. 
 
To be able to respond quickly to changing circumstances the Society’s primary 
means of communication to our membership will be by email and so we 
would like to encourage all members to give us a contact email address. As of 
now the HHS will hold only one email list (at present there is one for Snippets 
and a slightly different one for ALHA Newsletter). All email addresses will 
therefore automatically receive the new HHS Newsletter, ALHA Newsletter, 
Snippets and any HHS notices. In return you can pre-book a talk or visit by 
email or telephone. If we do not have your email address at present please 
consider giving it. The Society will not pass it on to any individual or other 
body and you are of course welcome to withdraw your contact details at any 
time. 
 
The committee will review our plans at regular intervals and welcome any 
comments or suggestions. 
 
Please contact me with your email address if you would like to be included on 
the HHS mailing list or need to make any changes to your contact details.  
 
My email address is: lesleymmross@yahoo.co.uk and telephone number 
01761 221758 
 
 
  

mailto:lesleymmross@yahoo.co.uk
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Glebe lands in Litton 
 
The glebe was an area of land within the ecclesiastical parish used to support a 
parish priest. This land would be in addition to the parsonage house. The glebe 
would be provided to support the priest in one of two ways – a grant by the lord of 
the manor or by small donations being accumulated overtime.  
 
Ecclesiastical visitations by the bishop or archdeacon required a record to be made 
of the quantities of land in the form of a glebe terrier. This survey would be made 
by the incumbent or his churchwardens. The first canon (church law) authorising a 
terrier to be made was enacted in 1571. 
‘A bishop shall see that a true inventory, which they call a terrier shall be made of 
all fields, meadows, gardens, orchards belonging to any Rectory or Vicarage by an 
inspection made by worthy men. It shall be brought to his Registry for perpetual 
reminder’. 
 
 In 1604 ‘buildings’ were added to the survey.  
 
The Somerset Heritage Centre at Taunton holds the archive of glebe terriers for 
Somerset and every parish has at least one. The parish of Litton has 4 glebe 
terriers – 1571, 1613, 1624 and 1635 and these provide field names which can be 
identified on later maps and personal names which can also be identified in other 
documents.  
 
The Litton glebe terrier of 1635 opens (all spellings have been modernized): 
 
‘A true note and perfect Terrier of all the closes, lands, meadows, gardens, 
orchards, houses, backsides, tenements, tithes belonging to the parsonage of Litton 
within the Deanery of Frome and the Diocese of Bath & Wells taken by the work of 
Robert Earle, Clerk, now Parson & Incumbent there, Thomas Rodford & Edward 
Vowles, churchwardens; Thomas Spiring, John Phelps sidemen; Michael Flower & 
William Lions, parishioners there, and given up to the right reverend father in God, 
William, Lord Bishop of Bath & Wells according to the 87th Canon in that behalf 
provides the 23rd day of February in the year of our Lord 1635 in the tenth year of 
the reign of our Sovereign Lord Charles by the grace of God of Great Britain, France 
& Ireland, King, Defender of the Faith.. as followeth………’ 
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Several of the people named in this introductory section can be found in other 
contemporary documents or histories. 
 
William, Lord Bishop was William Piers, bishop of Bath & Wells from 1632 – 46, 
1660 – 70. The gap in his period as bishop is explained by the abolition of the 
English episcopacy, i.e. all bishops and bishoprics at the end of the first English Civil 
war and the establishment of the Commonwealth Parliament. William Piers was 
restored as Bishop on the return of Charles II. 
Robert Earle, cleric, rector of Litton received the income from the glebe lands. 
Ordained by James Montague, bishop of Bath & Wells in 1613, Robert Earle was 
the incumbent from 1616 to 1660.  
 
Thomas Rodford (churchwarden) in 1649 is recorded as holding a small farm of 29 
acres with Margaret Rodford. 
 
Edward Vowles (churchwarden) may be the ‘Farmer Vowles’ noted later in the 
survey. ‘Close of arable land called Wheat close on the west side of Farmer Vowles 
his house…’ Wheat close can be located on the 1839 Tithe map as being west of 
the (former) Manor farm in Back lane, Litton. William Vowles is recorded as the 
tenant of the farm in 1649 but the relationship between Edward and William has 
not been resolved.    
 
Thomas Spiring (sidesman) in 1649 held a farm of 60 acres and the mills at 
Sherborne.  
 

John Phelps (sidesman) in 1649 held a farm of 33 acres in Litton.  
 

Michael Flower (parishioner) – no information 
 

William Lions (parishioner) in 1649 held a farm of 21 acres in Litton.  
 

The glebe terrier continues with a short description of the buildings, i.e. the 
rectory house.  
 
‘A mansion house, a barn, a stable, a stall, a cart house with a little house of office 
& ……illegible…...orchard and backside containing by estimation three yards or 
thereabout.’ 
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The Old Rectory, Litton has evidence of a 16th century building. The presence of a 
barn and cart house in 1635 suggests that there was some farming activity at the 
rectory.  
 
The terrier lists the land by field with name, acreage and use. Several fields are put 
down to crops and recorded as arable. Today, of course, they are mostly in 
pasture. There are a few closes of pasture and meadow. The glebe fields of 1635 
are widely scattered across Litton between the village and Sherborne. A few are 
along Stoneyard lane and in Hollowmarsh. There are two very small groves of 
woodland, one on ‘Windridge’. In 1571 the entry for one of the groves is ‘Wyne 
Ruge hath bey acostomyd that the pson shuld have a lugg abought the one halfe of 
hyt wt yn the lords Wood’ i.e. the parson (has) by custom (at) Wind Ridge a lugg 
about one half of it within the lord’s wood.  The lord’s wood is Litton wood and 
belonged to the lord of the manor, who was prebend of Litton and a canon of 
Wells cathedral. A lugg or lug was a local name for a rod, pole or perch. This is a 
measurement of 16 ½ feet or 5 ½ yards which equals a quarter of a chain. The lugg 
was frequently used as the measurement for the strip around medieval deer parks 
or woods where there was a right to take wood. In this case the right was 
accorded to the rector of Litton. In the case of deer parks the word lugfall is 
frequently found on maps indicating this strip.   
 
Arable is the predominant land use in all four of the glebe terriers. The production 
of corn for the mills was, of course, a significant food crop. In 1571 the rector had 
‘….in the north feild 8 ½ akers of Arable grounde in sundraye placys.’  This entry is 
an indication of the organisation of agriculture in the medieval period when some 
land was in open fields, often named north, south, west or east with unenclosed 
strips of arable. In 1624 the entry is ‘7 acres and 1 yard, lying in and upon the north 
field, whereof 3 acres & 3 yards lyeth in a ground lately inclosed.’  In the sixteenth 
century the enclosure of former strips was undertaken and the familiar hedged 
landscape of today began to emerge.  
This brief exploration of some glebe terriers throws some light upon the early 17th 
century history of a local parish.    
 
Acknowledgements 
Material for this article has been drawn from: Glebe terriers at the Somerset heritage 
Centre D/D/rg/167, Litton Parliamentary Survey 1649 DD/CC/P/114092, 
theclergydatabase.org.uk, Somerset & Dorset Notes & Queries vol.5 1897 and vol.30 
1975 (Wells Library Reference). 
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A bric-à-brac discovery 
 
In 1938, a Dresden newspaper enthusiastically reported that “On 27 May the 
Adolph Hessel Travel Agency here in Dresden celebrated 75 years of indefatigable 
activity for the international Hamburg-Amerika Line and is a major contributor to 
the successes of one of the world’s foremost shipping companies. From the 
smallest beginnings, the Agency continues to this very day to be a frontrunner in 
the constantly expanding German travel industry and is well aware of the 
responsibilities that this status brings. The 75th anniversary has been marked by a 
complete restoration of the Adolph Hessel trading premises on the corner of the 
Marktplatz by the Church of the Cross”. 
 
75 years earlier, in 1863, Dresden was already a wealthy cultural, commercial 
and industrial centre of over 200,000 people. The Florence on the Elbe, one of 
the most beautiful cities in Europe, capital of the former Kingdom of Saxony. The 
trade directory of that year showed Friedrich Hessel to be an importer of colonial 
goods with premises near the city centre. By 1870 he had become an agent for 
the North German Lloyd Shipping Company (and subsequently the associated 
Hamburg-Amerika Line) and was selling tickets for passages on liners from 
Bremen to New York, Baltimore, New Orleans, Havana and the West Indies. 
Twice weekly to New York from the end of March to the end of October, weekly 
in the winter months. Single fares including ‘full board’ were 165 thalers (around 
£4,000 in today’s money) for first class, 100 thalers second class and 55 thalers 
steerage.  
 
By 1880 he had been joined by his son Adolph, an ‘emigration and sea voyage’ 
agent, had been honoured with a royal warrant from the erstwhile Kingdom of 
Saxony and had moved to a prestigious address on the Market Square in the 
medieval Old Town.   
 
Thousands of miles away, in Waldo, Alachua County, Florida, lived the 
businessman Hans Felix Noszky. Born in 1851 in Dresden, he had probably known 
Adolph Hessel. He had emigrated in 1872 from Hamburg to New York and 
acquired American citizenship. A few years later, Mr Noszky moved to Waldo and 
became a postmaster, notary and land agent. The 1890 Florida census described 
him as a ‘capitalist’. 
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Back in Dresden, Adolph Hessel was looking to expand his business by way of 
finding destinations with employment potential for those who were keen to 
escape poverty and seek their fortunes in the sun. In September 1885 he wrote 
(in German, although he would almost certainly have had a good knowledge of 
English) on a pre-paid postcard to Hans Noszky in Waldo. That postcard 
somehow ended up over 130 years later in a bric-à-brac shop in Somerset.  

 
The 1880 card, a bit the worse for wear, but with a lovely Dresden  
Altstadt postmark and difficult German Gothic ‘fraktur’ handwriting 
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Waldo was a thriving place as a result of its location on the Florida Railroad from 
Tampa and was the county seat. Some 100 miles away on Amelia Island in the far 
north-east of Florida was the small town of Fernandina. The founders of the 
Florida Railroad had wanted to build the eastern terminus of their railway on the 
coast a couple of miles beyond Fernandina. Fearing that a new community would 
prosper and overtake their own, the town leaders simply moved their town to 
the seaside, renamed it ‘Fernandina Beach’ and will have followed the practice 
adopted across America and Canada of advertising for immigrants to provide 
labour. 
 
Herr Hessel possibly hadn’t known about the town’s change of name, but he and 
Mr Noszky were evidently eyeing the commercial possibilities – Hessel as the 
seller of sea passages to Florida and Noszky as a land agent needing a workforce. 
He will have painted a rosy picture of Fernandina for his contact in Dresden, 
perhaps suggesting that he owned land there.  This is what Adolph Hessel wrote 
on his postcard: 
 
“Your communication of the 21 August confirms your requirement that I should 
seek emigrants. Please tell me how one can travel from New York to Waldo and 
from there to your colony and how much the journey would cost. How long has 
your colony existed, what’s actually there, how many inhabitants are there? You 
could please also send me a few hundred cards and brochures on condition that 
they are free and gratis and post-paid to Dresden. I will then happily distribute 
them. Yours respectfully, Adolph Hessel”.  
 
Did Mr Noszky reply? Did Herr Hessel pursue the emigration possibilities from 
Dresden to sunny Florida? Sadly, the bric-à-brac shop didn’t have any further 
correspondence.  
 
But history moved on and has not always been kind: The Hessel Travel Agency’s 
offices were destroyed in the 1945 bombing of Dresden and the business didn’t 
reopen under the post-war Communist regime.  
 
Waldo, that thriving place on the Florida railroad in the 1880s, was described by 
an inhabitant at the start of the 21st century as a ‘sad little town, with closed 
storefronts and empty sidewalks’. But more positively, today’s Fernandina Beach 
is doubtless beyond Herr Hessel’s or Mr Noszky’s dreams – with some 12,000 
people, its mayor describes it on the town’s website as: “a great community  ……  
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sandy beaches and majestic trees. Every day begins with a glorious sunrise from 
the Atlantic Ocean and ends with a radiant sunset over the Amelia River”. Those 
seeking an escape from Saxony would no doubt have loved it. The old 
Fernandina itself achieved some fame as the only municipality in the United 
States to have legally flown seven flags since Europeans settled there in 1562 – 
France, Spain, Great Britain, Republic of Florida, Mexico, the Confederate States 
of America and the United States of America. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Adolph Hessel 
Travel Agency in 1938, 
renovated for its 75th 
anniversary    
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What happened to Adolph Hessel and when he died are mysteries. Did his hopes 
of selling tickets from Dresden to Fernandina actually come to fruition? Difficult 
to say: the 1900 census listed some 800 adults in the town over the age of 30. 
The overwhelming majority gave their place of birth as being Florida or a nearby 
state. 11 recorded ‘Germany’, 5 England, 1 Scotland, 4 France, 5 Ireland, 1 
Russia, 1 Spain, 1 ‘at sea’, and 3 (rather vaguely) ‘Europe’. But regardless of his 
success or otherwise with Fernandina ‘Colony’, Herr Hessel certainly made his 
mark on the pre-1945 German travel industry – a study on Travel and Tourism by 
the University of Paderborn in 2010 considered him to have been the German 
equivalent of the British Thomas Cook. As for Hans Noszky, he had flamboyantly 
added an aristocratic ‘von’ to his name by the time of the 1920 Florida census. 
He died two years later with the name ‘Hans Felix von Noszky’ engraved on his 
tombstone. 
 
Who can ever foresee what unexpected avenues a random bric-à-brac find can 
take you down! 
 
 
Sources: Quotes and information sourced from online resources including 
Google, Ancestry.com (via Libraries West) and staatsbibliothek-berlin.de 
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Hollow Marsh Shooting – 1860 

 
Hollow Marsh is situated between the villages of Litton, Hinton Blewitt and 
Farrington Gurney and can be accessed from Hollow Marsh Lane and Green 
Lane. In 1860 it would have been in the Parish of Chewton Mendip (see Appendix 
A at the end of the article). 
 
In 1860 Hollow Marsh1 was owned by the then Countess Waldegrave. The 
“Marsh” was rented off the Countess by Farmer Cox from Chewton Mendip and 
a Gentleman of Ston Easton, by the name of William Benjamin Naish. He would 
later say that he would “exercise the exclusive right of sport” to take game on 
that land.  
 
To help preserve his right to take and look after “His” game, as well as warning 
off all trespassers and poachers, Naish employed a Gamekeeper called George 
Sage and a “Watcher”2 called Benjamin Rich. 
 
Hollow Marsh was an area that would be later described as being “infested with 
poachers who are continually plying their vocations”. Forty one year old 
Benjamin Rich knew this full well and was so concerned for his safety that he had 
asked Naish if he could carry a gun for protection. Naish refused him a rifle but 
gave him a pistol. Rich had good reason to be scared as by the 1st August 1860 he 
was dead, killed after being shot by two poachers in one of his master’s fields, on 
the “Marsh”. 
 
On the evening of Thursday 19th July 1860 both Benjamin Rich and George Sage 
were out in the Marsh searching for poachers. Also on the Marsh were two 
cousins, James and Eli Norris. James had been in the employ of William Blinman 
of Farrington Gurney as an agricultural labourer for the past twelve months after 
three years acting as a servant for Blinman on the farm. Eli was a coal miner, 
both lived in Farrington Gurney, and they had with them a gun. 

 
1 Hollow Marsh was also known as The Marsh 
2 Watcher – Gamekeepers were very well paid employees. To save money 
landowners who employ “watchers” on less money but doing the same job 
essentially as a gamekeeper. They also didn’t need to be registered or licenced.  
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The gun had been bought from a neighbour of Eli’s, John Norton, for the sum of 
10 shillings. The gun was in a poor state of repair; it had a bad lock and would 
often go off without warning. What happened next would be the subject of great 
debate at the subsequent murder trial. 
 
What we do know is that Eli and James were in Hollow Marsh. They were sat in 
an oat field under an Oak tree. The tree itself had been “barked”3  James was in 
possession of the gun and Benjamin Rich came across the pair at about 8pm. 
 
The Norris cousins had been caught trespassing on land. They had a weapon with 
them and would no doubt have been convicted at Magistrates Court for the 
offence of trespassing in search of game.  Although both men were of “good 
character”4 this would have inevitably led to a term of imprisonment. Neither 
would have been able to pay a large fine and so would have gone to prison in 
default of payment. 
 
George Sage was in a nearby field when he heard the sound of a gunshot and 
someone cry “Murder”. He went in the direction of the sound and to his horror 
he found Rich crawling on his hands and knees heading for a hay rick and in an 
exhausted state. 
 
When Sage asked Rich what had happened Rich replied “I’m done, they have 
blown my leg off and I am about to bleed to death”. Rich continued saying the 
person responsible worked for farmer Blinman and explained he had found the 
two young men in the field and challenged them. They were armed and he went  
to push the gun away but the young man fired the gun and blew his leg off. Sage 
left Rich in the field and went to get a cart, Rich was loaded onto it with a view to 
taking him home to Chewton Mendip.  
 
Both Norris’s had run off towards Green Lane where they came across the 
previous owner of the gun, John Norton, and another coal miner called George 
Kingsman. They told them that Rich had fallen under an oak tree after a struggle 
for the gun. With this Norton took the gun off James and Kingsman told them  
 

 
3 Barked Tree – in 1860 bark was used in cloth making, rope making and mapping. 
4 Good character – no convictions at a Court of Law 
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they must own up to what they have done. Both the cousins then ran off 
towards White Cross. 
 
The local police officer from Farrington Gurney, PC 34 James Daymond, had by 
now been informed of the shooting. He went immediately to the scene where he 
found Rich on the back of the cart. 
 
After viewing the wound in Rich’s leg the constable asked Rich “Do you know 
who did it?” who replied “Yes the young man who works at Farmer Blinman’s, 
out in the fields”. 
 
The constable knew that Rich was talking about James Norris and as the 
constable accompanied the cart with Rich in the back from the field to Turnpike 
Road,5 he saw James Norris in a crowd of about twenty, looking towards the 
constable. 
 
The constable approached James and arrested and cautioned him. Norris replied 
that he “Had not been in Hollow Marsh that night and hadn’t had a gun in his 
hand since about a month after last harvest”. James was taken over to the cart 
where a rudimentary identity procedure was commenced which resulted in Rich 
identifying James as responsible for shooting him. 
 
James was then taken to Temple Cloud police station where he was searched. In 
his waistcoat pocket the constable found a quantity of gun wadding cards as well 
as pellets from a gun cartridge that James Norris said were playthings for his 
children. 
 
By now Rich had been taken home in the back of the cart. George Sage had got 
word to Naish who immediately sent another of his servants on horseback to 
Chilcompton requesting Dr Boodle attend at Rich’s home address. 
 
Both Naish and Sage went to Rich’s home, they were joined shortly afterwards 
by Dr Boodle who examined Rich who at that time was lying on the floor leaning 
against a wall. He was exhausted from a loss of blood that was flowing freely 

 
5 Turnpike Road is likely to be the A37 
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from a wound in the right leg immediately above the ankle. The doctor applied a 
tourniquet and gave Rich some brandy and sent for a local surgeon, Mr Leech. 
 
When Leech arrived they commenced a more detailed examination of the 
patient and found that Rich had a large torn wound in front of his right leg, two 
smaller wounds at the back almost on the level but slightly lower and the leg to 
be fractured. The two medical men decided immediately to amputate the limb 
below the knee. After the leg was taken off a number of lead pellets fell from the 
wound along with wadding from a shot gun cartridge. 
 
After this group left, PC Daymond arrived with the now arrested Eli Norris. Rich 
identified Eli as being present when he was shot and as was reported by the local 
papers Eli “Roughly denied it” saying “I wish I may drop dead if I were there”. An 
exchange followed between the two men with Rich telling Eli that he was a villain 
and ought to be hung. Eli continued to deny being present at the shooting but 
did admit to being found in the same field two weeks previously. 
  
Both James and Eli later appeared before Temple Cloud magistrates on a charge of 
unlawfully and maliciously wounding Benjamin Rich. They were both remanded in 
custody.  
 
Unfortunately for Benjamin Rich his condition began to deteriorate. On Sunday 
29th July two local magistrates, John George Mogg from Farrington Manor and 
John Hippisley from Ston Easton went to see Rich together with John Hill, the  
Clerk to the Magistrates for Temple Cloud. They recorded Rich’s deposition in the 
presence of James Norris. It was noted that Rich was “impressed with the idea  
that he should die”6 and stated the below: 
 

“I saw two men in an oat field belonging to farmer Cox, one of them 
had a gun and was pointing it at a rabbit. I put up my hand and 
frightened it away, they were sitting on an old oak tree that was lying 
near a hedge, I walked up to them and asked them their business, they 

 
6 Impressed with the idea that he should die – in law it was held that a dying 
man told no lies and should he be in “hopeless expectation of death” then his 
dying declaration should be taken as the truth. It is still in the statute books 
today but I’ve never known it used in modern times. 
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made no reply, the prisoner James Norris was one of them and he had 
the gun across his knees pointing it straight at my legs. I put out my 
hand and made a catch to push the gun away when James Norris 
pulled the gun back and fired it off. I was very badly shot in my leg and I 
instantly fell down and cried out Murder, both men ran away. I believe 
they intended to murder me and they shot at me on purpose. James 
Norris had his hand on the trigger all the time”. 

 
Benjamin Rich died three days later at 3pm on Wednesday 1st August 1860. 
 
As a result a Coroners Court was convened at the Farrington Inn. The Coroner for 
North Somerset Bruges-Fry opened inquest and after hearing the deposition 
made by Rich and further evidence from witnesses the Jury returned a verdict of 
Manslaughter against James Norris as the principle and Eli Norris as an accessory. 
 
James and Eli then appeared at the Midsummer Quarter Sessions at Wells Crown 
Court on the 8th August now charged with the murder of Benjamin Rich.  
 
The presiding judge was Baron Channell and the Crowns case was based on 
Rich’s deposition, medical evidence and that of the constable’s identification 
procedure.  
 
The defence relied on character witnesses from James’s employer, William 
Blinman, who amongst other things stated that he never heard of James being 
addicted to poaching and believed him to be a different type of man to that. 
John Norton then gave evidence as to the age and unreliability of the gun and 
how if it was twisted or shaken it would go off accidentally. 
 
The defence’s case then continued with Eli Norris taking the witness stand. He 
had decided that he was in fact present at the shooting and stated under oath  
 

“I and my cousin James Norris were together in Hollow Marsh on the 
evening in question looking after a rabbit. James Norris had my gun, 
the deceased came up and jumped into us and attempted to take away 
the gun. James Norris and the deceased had a tussle and the gun went 
off, the deceased fell down and cried murder, we then ran away 
because we were frightened”.   
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The gun was then produced and the defence Barrister made the following 
impassioned plea to the Jury; 
 

“Benjamin Rich’s death was as a result of an accident, the accused 
should be pitied rather than shown contempt. No one more regretted 
the death than the prisoner. There was no motive, no malice towards 
Benjamin Rich and both men were not addicted to poaching. They were 
not used to handling a gun and were of good character; the gun was 
cocked and during the struggle went off”. 

 
After the Judge explained the difference between murder and manslaughter the 
Jury asked to examine the gun. A few minutes later they found both men Not 
Guilty and they were discharged. 
 
It was not documented as to what happened to Rich’s widow and two dependent 
children. 
 

Appendix A – Map of Hollow Marsh/Green Lane/White Cross 
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Joseph Collins 
 
It all started with a West Gallery manuscript ... 
 
What is a West Gallery Manuscript? West Gallery Music is the name given 
today to the music played from the west galleries of parish churches, and in 
chapels, in towns and villages of England during the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. The musicians kept handwritten books of the tunes used in their 
place of worship. These manuscripts have often been passed down through 
families and every now and again one comes to light. 
 
In Autumn 2018 I learnt that two of these books had been donated by Penny 
Redwood to the archive at the Methodist New Room, in Bristol. This was 
interesting enough, but I then discovered that one appeared to have originated 
from West Harptree and the other from Bishop Sutton. 
 
Inside the front cover of the most complete manuscript was the name Joseph 
Collins, West Harptree, the date 1852 and the words “Free Methodist Chapel”.  
A pencilled name in the other was harder to decipher, but I made a guess at 
John James Treasure of “Bishop Sutton, Pensford, Bristol.” I was delighted to 
trace a John James Treasure on the census returns, born 1874 in Bishop Sutton 
and later living with his wife, Kate, in Clutton. But then I found another, earlier, 
John James, who actually seems a more likely owner. His branch of the  
Treasure family were “enthusiastic Methodists” and heavily involved in the 
Methodist chapel in Sutton for several generations. 
 
However, it was Joseph Collins who started me on a search for information 
about our area. The Harptree History Society fairly quickly came up with the 
information that a Joseph Collins for a long time ran the village shop. Jerry 
Dorber's article in the 2018 Harptreenian had in fact mentioned him in 
connection with the history of White Rose Farm, next door to the shop and Sue 
Bowden had written about him in the 2007 edition. The fact that Joseph owned 
a music manuscript for the local Methodist Chapel suggests that he either led 
or sang with the choir, or, more likely, that he was a member of the band that, 
in those days, accompanied the singing. 
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Joseph Collins was born in 1826. His baptism record shows his father, John, was a 
millman living at Stratford Mill and his grandfather may have been the miller at 
one time. When Chew Valley Lake was built, in the early 1950's, the mill building 
was dismantled and moved to the grounds of Blaise Castle Estate, where it can 
still be seen. Sadly, Joseph's mother, Ann, died when Joseph was only about 
three and I have not yet been able to discover what became of his father after 
this. It is possible Joseph was brought up by his grandmother, Frances Lane, a 
farmer's widow, with whom he was living in 1851, aged 25, working as a 
carpenter. This was around the time he either started or obtained the West 
Gallery Manuscript we can see today. 

 
Ten years earlier Joseph was living 
as an apprentice to James Kennard, 
at Zion Place, probably in what is 
now known as Carlingford House, in 
East Harptree. The Kennards were 
staunch Methodists. Richard 
Kennard, from East Harptree, is 
named as one of the Trustees of the 
new Wesleyan Chapel to be built in 
Paulton in 1825. He was also 
entrusted with the actual building of 
the chapel, for which he was paid 
£445. One of Richard's daughters 
married the earlier John James 
Treasure of Bishop Sutton. 

 
At this time the Methodist Chapel  
in the Harptree area was on the 
Litton road just at the Townsend 
crossroads. It is shown on the  
1841 tithe map.  

                                    
                                      Joseph Collins 
 
 
On the 1861 census it is described as Methodist Chapell (sic), and in 1871 just 
as “Chapel”. The First Edition Ordnance Survey map (1844- 1888) shows a 
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“Methodist Chapel (Wesleyan)” and the Second Edition (1894- 1903) a 
Methodist church (Free United). According to the 1902 Kelly's Directory, the 
chapel was rebuilt, nearer West Harptree, at a cost of £1,500 in 1899. On the 
1901 census it is listed as the “United Free Methodist Church”.  
 
The original chapel had been made of corrugated iron and was apparently 
dismantled and sold to a farmer in Chewton Mendip. There it was re-erected 
and used as, firstly, a reading room and later as a men's social club. At the time 
of writing (2020), this building is still in existence, situated opposite the village 
hall. 
 
Joseph Collins' name is inscribed inside the cover of the music manuscript in 
very ornate blue script, quite unlike the hand used in the rest of the book. 
Although the manuscript is dated 1852, the words ”Free Methodist Church”, 
written in  pencil, must have been a later addition, as the United Free name 
was not used until 1857, when two branches of the Wesleyan Methodist 
Church united. There is some evidence that the manuscript is actually of a 
much earlier date, but more research needs to be done to establish this. 
 
Joseph Lane Collins first appears as a shop keeper in West Harptree on the 
1861 census. He appears to have gained this position in local society by the 
simple expedient of marrying Sarah Ann, the only daughter of the previous 
shopkeeper, James York, and his wife Mary. James is already described as 
“shopkeeper” as early as 1824 on his daughter's baptism certificate and his 
property is mentioned as Plot 243 on 1841 tithe map. He is listed as “Grocer 
and Carrier” on the 1851 census. It is possible that the York family had been in 
the Harptree area for some time as the will of an earlier James York is recorded 
in the area in the eighteenth century. 
 
James York died in 1853 and daughter Sarah Ann married Joseph in 1857. They 
had two daughters, Mary Ann and Anna Maria, both of whom played a part in 
the preservation of the music manuscript. 
 
An early photograph exists which shows the shop as a small, one storey 
extension built on to the front of what is now the rear half of West Harptree 
Stores. Later, perhaps after Joseph Collins took over the shop, this was 
replaced by the current frontage, joined to the original building with a valley 
gutter which still gives trouble to this day. At this point the building was still 
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separated from White Rose Farm by an alleyway. It is interesting to ask where 
the Collins got the money necessary to do this major building work. We could 
speculate that it was possibly from Joseph's maternal grandparents, the Lanes, 
who are listed on the 1841 census as farmers at Widcombe. A Richard Lane 
(carpenter) is also mentioned as owning land behind the shop in 1799. The 
Yorks, also, seem to have been landowners in the area for several generations.  
Sadly, Sarah Ann died after only five years of marriage, in 1862, aged 38, when 
her two daughters were aged only around four and three. She is buried in the 
churchyard in West Harptree, where Joseph was also buried later. Their 
gravestone is still in good condition.  
 
It was only two years before Joseph remarried, and it was his new wife who 
brought the girls up. They had no more children.  Mary Elizabeth Waymouth 
came from Nailsea, which is where the couple married in May 1864. 
Interestingly, Joseph describes himself as “carpenter” on the marriage licence.  
 
How did a West Harptree widower meet a twenty-six year old from Nailsea? 
The only clue is that the 1861 census shows a William Waymouth, 
schoolmaster, and son Thomas, who was also born in Nailsea, living in Shrole. 
The exact family connection is not yet clear.  
 
In 1869, JD Waymouth, Mary Elizabeth's father and a photographer living and 
working in Nailsea, sent the Bristol Times and Mirror a photograph of an 
intriguing stone which had been found in a flue that had been demolished at 
“an old house in West Harptree belonging to Mr Joseph Collins”. It is not 
absolutely certain that this was the current shop. Joseph may have owned 
another property. This stone was carved on both sides, one side showing the 
Virgin and child and the other a Crucifixion scene. One side was very blackened 
from having spent many years in the flue. It is now in Taunton Museum and has 
been identified as a late 12th century cross. How it came to be in the chimney 
and where it was originally sited are still mysteries. 
 
Perhaps it was at this time that the alleyway between the house and White 
Rose Farm was roofed over to make a kitchen for the Collins family, thus joining 
the two buildings together. Joseph and Mary Elizabeth scratched their names 
across the corner of a pane of glass in the door to this new room. The names 
survived there until the 1960s , when the glass was sadly broken. I am indebted 
to Sue Bowden, from the current West Harptree shop, for this information.   
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Joseph and Mary Elizabeth continued to run the shop for almost 30 years after 
their marriage. A search of the archives of the Western Gazette reveals that the 
Collins sometimes fell foul of the inspectors. Joseph was fined in 1867 for 
selling bread short of weight and in 1874 for selling adulterated mustard and 
coffee. In 1881 he paid 30 shillings plus costs when he was found to have 
incorrect weights in use in his shop. However, he was obviously a respected 
member of the community, as a year later he was appointed village overseer. 
 
Joseph's daughters grew up and married local men. The younger married George 
Hassell, from Stratford Mill, and initially moved away from the village, although 
she returned to the area later and her husband disappeared from the scene. Her 
three children were born in Clevedon, where George is listed as a grocer and tea 
dealer, West Harptree and London. The elder, Mary Ann, became the wife of 
Charles Jesse Redwood from East Harptree and the two of them ran the shop 
and post office there.  
 

Outside West Harptree shop c 1864, Anna Maria Collins 

 
When Joseph Colllins died, aged 65, in 1891, the Redwoods moved to West 
Harptree to take over his shop. Anna Maria, Joseph's younger daughter, was at 
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one time the postmistress. Thus at least three generations of the family had 
run the business, occupying the same property. 
 
Mary Elizabeth outlived her husband. In 1911, at the age of 72, she was still 
living in West Harptree, possibly in Bristol Road, in a house with seven rooms 
plus a kitchen, and she did not die until 1930, aged 92. She is buried in West 
Harptree churchyard, with Joseph and his first wife. 
 
The Redwoods stayed in West Harptree for possibly about ten years – certainly 
by 1908 Mary Ann had leased a cottage behind the shop in Blagdon and in the 
1911 census they are shown as running the village stores, something later 
generations of the family continued to do until 1945. Quite a few people today 
can still remember the little paper bags with “Redwood Stores” printed on 
them.  
 
Charles became a pillar of the local community there, a member of the flower 
show committee and one of the pioneers of the Blagdon Recreation Society. 
Charles and Mary Ann are buried in Blagdon churchyard, although the family is 
still remembered as being “chapel”.  
 
And the West Gallery manuscript had been treasured and passed down the 
generations, until it was inherited by Penny Redwood, Joseph's great, great 
granddaughter. Penny decided that the New Room, John Wesley's chapel in 
Bristol, would be a suitable place for it to rest.  
 
Over the past forty years there has been a revival of interest in West Gallery 
music. Most of the hymns and psalm tunes in the book are known from other 
sources but only closer examination will show if they are local arrangements.  A 
local West Gallery choir, based in Nailsea, to which I belong, is hoping to 
perform some of them.  
 
I am grateful to the researchers and archivists at the New Room, in Broadmead, 
Bristol, who have been very helpful in allowing me access to the manuscripts 
and suggesting other lines of research. The Harptree History Society has offered 
advice and made its resources available and the researchers at Blagdon History 
Society have also been very helpful. Sue Bowden and Penny Redwood have 
shared information with me. 
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A Dispute over the River Chew from Herriots Bridge to 

Stratford Mill, 1599 

 
Before the Chew Valley Lake was constructed in the 1950s, the River Chew 
between Herriots Bridge (roughly where the present causeway on the A368 is 
now) and Stratford Bridge (which carried Stratford Lane over the river further 
down) had long formed the boundary between the parish of West Harptree on 
its left bank and the manor of Widcombe on its right bank. The manor of 
Widcombe was originally a detached part of the large Chewton Mendip Parish 
but is now part of West Harptree Parish. 
  
The parish of West Harptree itself has long comprised two separate manors 
known as West Harptree (WH) Gournay and West Harptree (WH) Tilly. A survey 
map of 1793 shows which parts of West Harptree belonged to the manor of 
WH Gournay and, by deduction, the parts which belonged to WH Tilly. Along 
the left bank of the river between Herriots Bridge and Stratford Bridge the map 
shows that the whole length until you come to Stratford Mill was in WH 
Gournay.  
 
Stratford Mill with its few fields adjoined the parish boundary with Compton 
Martin on the other side and was the only part of the West Harptree river bank 
in WH Tilly. This split between the West Harptree manors is the same as that 
described 200 years earlier – between May and July 1599, in the 41st year of 
the reign of Queen Elizabeth I – when the disputes described in this article took 
place. 
 
The first party to the disputes was John Roynon, the miller at Stratford Mill. He 
was presumably from a junior branch of the Roynon family who were the lords 
of the manor of WH Tilly at that time: coincidentally, the lord at that time was 
also called John Roynon. On the other side of the disputes, in contrast, were 
several named people either as principal parties or as their witnesses. The most 
important of these was Francis Buckland, the lord of both the manors of WH 
Gournay and of Widcombe. The surnames of several of the others are familiar 
from other documentary sources and it is most probable that they all belonged 
to one or other of WH Gournay and Widcombe manors. 
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The disputes, of which there were three in total, all concerned the stretch of the 
River Chew leading from Stratford Mill up to Herriots Bridge, including particular 
rights that John Roynon (the miller) claimed he had. 
 
By far the most serious dispute was the claim by John Roynon (the plaintiff) that, 
on 26 May 1599, Francis Buckland had trespassed on to his property and 
damaged the pond called Stratford Millpond. This had caused all the water in the 
pond to run out with a loss of profit from the mill of £100. In response, Francis 
Buckland (the defendant) said that he was not to blame because what he 
described as ‘the backwater’ had always been in his own ground and that he had 
not ‘thrown down’ anything that was not in his own ground. This statement was 
witnessed as true by the signatures of William Plomley and John Hutchyns. The 
reference to ‘his own ground’ would imply that Francis Buckland held that parcel 
of land himself as part of the lord of the manor’s demesne.  
 
John Roynon was also the plaintiff for the second dispute, which was said to have 
occurred on the same day as the first one. He claimed that a certain Richard 
Rodford (or Radford) had trespassed by fishing in his private fishery in a water 
called Stratford Millpond in West Harptree at a loss to John Roynon of £20. 
Interestingly, he claimed that Stratford Millpond ran from Herriots Bridge to the 
mill called Stratford Mill in West Harptree. 
 
Richard Rodford countered by making the obvious points that: firstly, the river 
between Herriots Bridge and Stratford Mill was not known as Stratford Millpond; 
and secondly, the place where the trespass was supposed to have been 
committed was not in West Harptree as the Widcombe side was in the parish of 
Chewton Mendip. His claim was backed up by a statement called ‘The 
Defendant’s Title’. This said that ‘The place where the fishing was lies between 
the lands of Mr Buckland on the north side as parcel of his manor of Widcombe, 
on the south side as parcel of his manor of West Harptree Gurney, and therefore 
the water and the fishing are his and his tenants have always fished there.’ This 
statement was witnessed as true by the five signatures of Richard Purnell (the 
miller at Herriots Mill), John Hippisley, Thomas Haydon, John Purnell (perhaps 
the John who was the son of Richard Purnell?) and Thomas Shepparde.  
The final dispute differed from the previous two disputes in that this time John 
Roynon was the defendant. The plaintiff was John Purnell, one of the previous 
witnesses against him. John Purnell claimed that, on 10 July 1599, John Roynon 
had trespassed into his close called ‘The Close’ next to Herriots Bridge at 
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Widcombe in the parish of Chewton and trampled the grass with his feet by 
walking around causing damage of 100 shillings. His accusation, John Roynon’s 
defence and witness statements backing John Purnell’s case provides further 
interesting details about the activities of the tenants of the manors. 
 
John Roynon, in his defence, stated that John Purnell’s version of events was not 
true. He repeated his claim (that had been challenged in his earlier dispute with 
Richard Rodford) that he had been, and still was, seised in fee from the lord of 
the manor (i.e. of WH Tilly) of the mill called Stratford Mill and of the banks of a 
certain water called Stratford Mill Pond which extended between Stratford Mill 
up to Herriots Bridge in West Harptree. He claimed that his predecessors and 
himself, and their tenants, had always had the right to repair the banks upstream 
of his mill as far as ‘The Close’ at Herriots Bridge, and to enter and walk in the 
closes by the banks whenever it was necessary to do so to carry out such repairs. 
He also said that, similarly, he and his predecessors have always been entitled to 
go onto the banks of the river as far as ‘The Close’ to catch and take away fish. In 
a more conciliatory tone, he said that he did not spend any longer than 
necessary in making repairs to the banks, and spent no more than one hour 
fishing on each occasion.  
 
John Purnell refutes the above explanation insofar as it concerns his own 
property in the form of four separate and witnessed statements headed ‘The 
Plaintiff’s Title’. These stated: 
 
1. That the close is John Purnell’s occupied as part of his copyhold parcel of 

the manor of Witcombe, of which manor Francis Buckland esq. is seised in 
fee.  Witnessed by John Hippisley and Thomas Haydon. 
 

2. That in the banks of Purnell’s close have grown willows, alders, maples, 
hazels and other sorts of wood, and that the same have always been felled 
and carried away by Mr Buckland’s tenants. Witnessed by John Hippisley 
and Thomas Haydon. 

 
3. That Mr Buckland’s tenants of the manor of Witcombe have cut down 

slippes (i.e. narrow strips of land) out of the banks to let their cattle go 
down into the river at their pleasure without any control. Witnessed by 
John Hippisley and Thomas Haydon. 
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4. That the fishing of the river on Witcombe’s side from the upper end of Mr 
Roynon’s close unto a close of the widow Soares half a mile away, has been 
reputed to belong unto Mr Buckland as to his manor of Witcombe and that 
several of the tenants have fished there. Witnessed by Thomas Haydon, 
Richard Purnell and Thomas Shepparde. 

 
The witnesses to these statements (plus John Purnell himself) are the same 
witnesses that supported Richard Rodford’s defence about fishing. On the other 
hand, it is curious that John Roynon appears to have had no witnesses of his own 
nor support from the lord of the manor of WH Tilly. It seems perfectly 
reasonable, for example, that the miller at Stratford Bridge should at least have 
had some rights (agreed with the other parties concerned) over repairing 
damage to the river banks upstream, where this affected the satisfactory 
operation of his mill. Moreover, no documents describing the outcomes of any of 
the disputes have been seen. Maybe the disputes were resolved locally between 
the two lords of the manor although their wording looks as though they could 
have ended up in formal court actions. 
  
An interesting comment about fishing, which may help to explain the background 
to this aspect of the disputes at least, may be found in the survey of WH Gournay 
Manor by John Norden, about ten years later in 1611. By this time James I was 
on the throne and the lordships of the two manors had been taken back from 
Francis Buckland to the Duchy of Cornwall, for historical reasons beyond the 
scope of this article. 
 
The tenth article of Norden’s survey deals with ‘Free Warren’ and states that the 
prince (i.e. the future Charles I) has sole power of hawking, hunting and fishing in 
the river between West Harptree and Widcombe. The jurors providing the 
information, however, say that the fishing is of small value to the prince because 
the inhabitants can take as much fish as they need from the river. 
  
 
Sources: The information about the disputes comes from documents in a bundle 
reference DD\SPY/90 held at the Somerset Heritage Centre. 
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Swaths, Doles and Shiks 
 

‘…Alan of Cattlyve… he must hoe and mow. And the 
mowing of the meadow for nine days is worth 4 ½ d…And 
when he shall mow the meadows, he shall have for the 
whole mowing three little trusses of grass such as he is 
able to lift with two hands without touching his 
body…Also, he shall carry hay with his waggon and two 
men for one day only, and he shall take one truss of hay 
such as the reeve is able to lift to his knees with two 
fingers and to go round about…’ 

      (Welton Extent 1287) 
 
 
In 1287 an extent (survey) was drawn up for the manor of Welton (in Midsomer 
Norton). The survey is included in the Registers of Lady Cecily de Beauchamp 
compiled in 1321.   
 
The survey included the harvest customs and perquisites (perks) of the tenant 
farmers of the manor. It is a vivid reminder of the importance of the harvesting 
of hay in the medieval period and the value of the meadows – a part of the 
landscape which, today, can only be seen in a few places across England. 
Although meadows have to a large extent disappeared from the landscape a 
reminder of their significance will be found in documents and the pattern of 
modern fields across our local parishes. This short piece will consider the 
evidence for former meadows across West and East Harptree, Hinton Blewett 
and Litton.   
 
The earliest large-scale record of the acreage of meadows is to be found in the 
Domesday Book of 1086. Meadows were widely scattered across England and 
mostly found in small acreages. They were permanently under grass which was 
cut for hay in late summer and then left to be grazed. They were mostly located 
on floodplains but they also occurred above the floodplain on fertile soils. Their 
productivity was essential to maintain a fodder crop through the winter, 
particularly as the oxen were essential the following year to plough the arable 
lands.  
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Domesday Book 1086 

Manor(s) Meadow (acres) Ploughs  

Hinton Blewett 60 5 ½  

Litton 60 6 

West Harptree (2) 116 6 ½  

East Harptree (2)  80 9 

 
 
Figures from Phillimore edition of the Domesday Book eds. F. & C. Thorne 
In 1086 most of the villages along the northern side of Mendip had some  
meadow, particularly along the rivers Chew and Yeo. 
  
Further evidence for meadows in the local area is found in documents, field  
names and field boundaries.  
 
The sale of meadow is recorded in a manorial court roll for Ston Easton on 5th 
October 1369 – ‘parcell in Halemarssh to William Symondes for 12d. Item one 
swathe of meadow in ‘Northmede’ to Walter Hayward for 4d.’ The swath(e) was 
a narrow strip of grass covered by the stroke of a scythe (Old English swæth). On 
13th April 1546 the manorial court of West Harptree (Tilly) acknowledged the 
death of John Brither, a customary tenant, and that his widow, Johanna, receives 
the tenancy on payment of a fine. The tenancy is described as having a cottage 
with a garden, 6 acres, one virgate and six swathes of meadow. In the 
Parliamentary Survey for West Harptree of 1650 Thomas Weekes, copyholder, 
tenants a farm of 19 acres including the ‘outfall or share of seven swathes in High 
Moor.’ The copy for the tenancy dates from 14th April 1618. The seven swathes 
would have been seven strips and the outfall the product of the harvest. These 
swathes would be located along the banks of the river Chew in an area of fields 
shown on the much later tithe map (1841) as High Moor.   
 
Valuable meadow land was often divided into shares as common meadow. In 
some meadows this would be divided and awarded by lot. The shares were 
named doles from OE dāl, a lot, share, an allotment. Dole is found in field names 
scattered across many parishes. The large, low flat area of Hollowmarsh lying 
within the parishes of Litton, Hinton Blewett, Cameley, Chewton Mendip, Ston 
Easton, Farrington Gurney and High Littleton – contains a number of dole field 
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names indicating the medieval origins of Hollowmarsh as meadowland. 
(Hollowmarsh was investigated by the local group, Community Archaeology on 
the Mendip Plateau and their full report will be found on the website).  
 

Long Dole Meadow, Hollowmarsh 
 
Long Dole Wood & Meadow (see above) is now a nature reserve run by the 
Somerset Wildlife Trust and lies in the floodplain of a tributary of the Cam Brook. 
These meadows were subdivided into strips, divided and shared between the 
tenants of the surrounding manors. Nearby lies Western mead, a large flat field  
of pasture today. In 1766 Western mead was included in a survey and map 
drawn by James Rice for John Hippisley Coxe.  
 
Western mead still had the former medieval arrangement of straight meadow 
strips (see below). This was probably the medieval field arrangement across 
much of Hollowmarsh.  
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Western Mead in 1766 had six owners in eleven strips. In 1726 the strips were 
described as ‘wet and marshy land’. In 1640 it was named Wester common 
mead. The strips owned by John Hippisley Coxe were let to widow Dudden as 
‘pieces in the common meadow’. These post-medieval references enable the 

Western Mead redrawn from the map of Cameley 
with Hinton Blewett 1766 (no scale) 
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former meadow landscape to be partially reconstructed. Common indicates the 
sharing of this meadow, like the sharing of strips in the arable Common fields.  
 
In 1569 a terrier (land survey) was drawn up for John Hippisley across his manor 
of Cameley. John Turner, a freeholder of Temple Cloud, is recorded holding 
meadow including ‘one shik of mead in Temple Mead by Brocoms close.’ One shik 
is equal to half a rod or 1/8

th of an acre. This very small piece of meadow in 1569, 
again, is a reminder of the former practice of small divisions of meadow shared 
between tenants. The origin of the word ‘shik’ is unknown. It may be a local word 
derived from the Middle English sich(e) meaning stream, ditch, field. In Scotland 
scheuch could mean furrow.  
 
The harvesting of the hay crop across our local meadows was an important part 
of the seasonal farming calendar and the entries in the Beauchamp Register give 
a vivid picture of the harvest scene at Welton:   
 
‘Alice of Clandon…she must mow for three days, and that work is worth 3d….and 
she must come alone to make the hayrick, and that work is worth 1d. And she 
shall take one ‘averoke’ of hay. 
Peter the Miller …must spread the grass in the meadow for three days, and hoe 
for three days. And he must rake the hay when it is being carried…’ 
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A hundred years ago 
 
2020 is proving to be a far more momentous year than we could ever have 
imagined. But history never stops (or even slows down), and it’s interesting to 
see what was happening a hundred years ago in 1920 – across the world, in the 
UK and locally. 
 
The Roaring Twenties had officially started, although the term wasn’t coined 
until much later. The Treaty of Versailles was signed in January, finally bringing 
an official end to the First World War; King George V unveiled the Cenotaph on 
London in November. Prohibition was introduced in America. February saw the 
formation in Munich of the Nazi Party and Joan of Arc was canonised in May. 
The first domestic radio sets went on sale in America in September and the 
confectionary firm Haribo was founded in Bonn (Germany) in December, just in 
time for the Christmas market. 
 
Britain saw its first roller coaster (‘The Scenic Railway’) opening in July at 
Dreamland Amusement Park in Margate. The country’s first female jury 
members were sworn in at Bristol Quarter Sessions in July, and in September 
London’s Metropolitan Police Force formed its Flying Squad and replaced all its 
horses with cars. Rupert Bear made his first appearance in November (in the 
Daily Express) and at the end of November World War I rationing finally came 
to an end with the lifting of restrictions on the purchase of sugar. 
 
The average working man’s wage in 1920 was £237 per year, or £4.50 a week. 
A small house in the south west could have been yours for around £320 and a 
small car £270. In one of the several local shops and garages, you could get a 
loaf of bread for 2p, a pint of milk for 8p and a litre of petrol for 4p. Sixpence 
(2½p) would buy you a pint of beer in the numerous pubs and beer houses. 
 
In June, Bishop Sutton headmaster Mr Wightman sent Ivy H home owing to ‘a 
filthy head’. Kenneth Collier (aged 9) was caned once on the back of the hand 
for ‘playing’, serial miscreant Percy Harvey (11) was caned on four occasions for 
‘talking’, ‘troublesome’, ‘careless’ and, intriguingly, ‘wants watching’. In a very 
rare instance of corporal punishment against girls, Gladys Chidzey (11) was 
caned for ‘talking to boys’. 
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In August, the first Congress of the Communist Party of Great Britain opened, 
and in October the first women received degrees at the University of Oxford, 
Dorothy L. Sayers being among them. During the Irish War of Independence, 
British forces set fire to five acres of Cork city centre in reprisal attacks after a 
British auxiliary was killed in a guerilla ambush. 
 
On a lighter note, the United States Postal department ruled in June 1920 that 
children could no longer be sent by parcel post. And before you say “only in 
America …..”, my trusty British Post Office Guide of the 1920s states that ‘There 
shall not be posted, or conveyed, or delivered by post and postal packet …….. 
any living creature except with the special permission of the Postmaster 
General’. 
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A Gravestone and a Precious Secret 
 
The process of deciphering a family story through parish registers and census 
details often seem like a jigsaw puzzle, fun to put together, seeing a picture 
gradually emerging. However, recording the process is more like a three-
dimensional puzzle; often difficult to frame in mere words in a way that others 
can easily understand.  There is a complicated back story to a gravestone in 
Hinton Blewett, but the puzzle has been worthwhile.  
 
Last year, a small cluster of graves was denuded of decades of clinging ivy. They 
belong to the Johnson family, members of whom had been rector of the parish 
for most of the nineteenth century. But in amongst them is a grave with a 
different surname.  The details on this grave and in the burial register are 
confirmed by contemporary newspaper reports: 
 

‘Died on 17 March 1855 at 
Bourn, Burrington, in the 
County of Somerset, at the 
residence of her son-in-law, 
Samuel Baker, Esq, Jane 
Benger, wife of Alexander 
Livingston Esq of Newtonmill, 
and daughter of the late Sir 
David Ogilvy, Bart, of Barras’. 
(Montrose, Arbroath and 
Brechin review; and Forfar 
and Kincardineshire 
advertiser. 23 March 1855) 
 
‘Alexander Livingston, died 
on 12 August 1856 at Bourn, 
Burrington, in the County of 
Somerset the residence of his 
son-in-law, Samuel Baker 
Esq, aged 75 years. Alexander 
Livingston Esq of Newton 
Mill, Forfarshire, formerly 
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Captain in H M’s 60th Regiment of Foot’.  (Montrose, Arbroath and Brechin 
review; and Forfar and Kincardineshire Advertiser. 22 August 1856) 
I was confused by the ‘of Barras NB’ on the gravestone, until my husband 
pointed out ‘NB’ stood for ‘North Britain’. 
 
This seems a bit of a conundrum: what are Jane (1775-1855) and Alexander 
(1781-1856) doing here, amid the Johnson graves, in this quiet little Somerset 
churchyard? Who were they? 
 
Captain Alexander Livingston was born in Holland and baptised in the Brigade 
Scottish Church in Rotterdam, on 17 June 1781, the son of Alexander Livingston 
and Elizabeth Hardie, who had married in the same church on 17 November 
1776. In 1805, Alexander (junior) seems to have been the ‘A Livingston’ captain 
in the 60th Regiment of Foot,7 so perhaps his father had also been an army 
officer.  The 60th had originally been formed as the Royal American Regiment, 
designed to protect British interests from the French in America in the mid-
18th century. Alexander probably served in America and Canada, but it is 
impossible to know what service he gave, or whether he was part of the 
battalions sent in reserve to General Sir John Moore at the Battle of Corunna in 
the Peninsula Wars. 
 
He married Jane Benger Ogilvie at Dunnottar, Kincardine on 1 August 1802.  
Dunnottar is about twenty miles south of Aberdeen. Kincardineshire was one of 
the old counties of Scotland, situated south of Aberdeen and bordered to the 
south by Forfarshire (also known as Angus).  
 
Alexander is probably the A Livingston who came out of the army, on half pay, 
at the 1st Garrison Battalion on 10 Sept 1825.8  He and Jane had at least one 
son and one daughter, George Ogilvy and Jane Bowden. (Always complicated 
when people have additional surnames as middle names). 
     
The Baptismal Register for Prestbury, Gloucestershire for 1827 shows Jane 
Bowden Livingston had been privately baptised on 15 July 1810.  She married 

 
7 Wallace, Nesbit Willoughby A Regimental Chronicle and List of Officers, or the 
King’s Royal Rifle Corps, formerly the 62nd, or the Royal American Regiment of 
Foot.  1879 p. 195, accessed via Archive.org. 
8 London Gazette 
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Samuel Baker Esq, of Aldwick Court, Somerset on 5 September 1833. The 
wedding took place at Newton Mill, Forfarshire, the seat of her uncle, Sir 
George Musgrave Ogilvie, Bart.  At the time, her parents were living in Clifton, 
Gloucester.9 Then, as now, Clifton was one of the nicest residential parts of 
Bristol. 
 
Aldwick is a small hamlet in the parish of Blagdon. It might be worth 
mentioning that in 1433 it belonged to the Cheddar family, before being passed 
into the hands of the Newton family of East Harptree.  Samuel was a successful 
solicitor, like his father and grandfather before him, and they were also named 
Samuel.  Aldwick Court had been built in 1791 by the grandfather.10  
 
The 1841 census shows Samuel and Jane had two small children, confusingly 
also named Samuel   and Jane. Also in the house, were his parents-in-law and 
four female servants.  The young Samuel had Ogilvy as a second name. (Naming 
children after relatives might help the youngsters in their later life). 
 
The 1851 census shows the family living in Burrington. Alexander and Jane 
Livingston, now aged 69 and 76 respectively, were still with them. Also, and 
crucially, there was a visitor in the house: Elizabeth K Johnson, aged 56. This 
must be Elizabeth Kynaston Johnson, sister of Rev Samuel Johnson, rector of 
Hinton Blewett. In 1861 she was living in the Rectory at Hinton Blewett.  
 
When she died in 1862, Samuel Baker was named as her executor. Here we 
have it, it seems the two families may have been close friends.   
 
The conundrum seems answered, but it led to another, and even more 
fascinating story – concerning the Ogilvy heritage. 
 
After the death of her husband Samuel Baker, Jane moved to live at 
Muchelney, where her son, Samuel Ogilvy Baker, had been vicar for many 
years.   
  
It seems she had a secret passed down through the generations in her family, a 
secret that her son-in-law divulged. This secret was shared in many 

 
9 Taunton Courier 18 September 1833 
10  Andrew Plasiter, Blagdon  BAFHS Journal Dec 2012 
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newspapers. The article in the Western Times 16 May 1902 was written by Sir 
Herbert Maxwell, Bart. MP and President of the Society of Antiquaries of 
Scotland. The secret concerned a certain part of the Scottish Crown Jewels. 
 Many items of the Scottish crown jewels had disappeared for ever during 
various parts of Scotland’s stormy history. In 1651, the Scottish regalia, 
comprising the Crown, Sceptre and Sword of State, were committed to the 
keeping of George Keith, 7th Earl Marischal.  He was then a prisoner in the 
Tower of London, but his wife ensured the jewels were sent to his castle of 
Dunnottar. What follows is abridged from Maxwell’s account. (Other accounts 
vary in detail. There are many images of the castle on the Internet, this one is 
from Wikipedia). 

 
The castle was in the charge of George Ogilvy of Barras, who had a garrison of 
forty men. He ‘stoutly refused to surrender’ the treasures to the English forces 
besieging the castle. Although Dunnottar was a strong place, forty men was not 
enough to hold it for long. A plan was devised: Mrs Grainger, the local minster’s 
wife obtained permission from the English, to enter the Castle to visit Ogilvy’s 
wife, Elizabeth Douglas, and on leaving, she carried off the Crown in her lap, 
while the Sword and Sceptre were concealed in a bundle of flax carried by her 
serving woman.  Her husband buried the precious items under the floor of his 
church at Kineff. When Dunnottar surrendered some months later, the captors, 
furious that the Regalia could not be found, heavily fined Ogilvy and both he 
and his wife were imprisoned.  The English believed the rumour that had been 
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circulated, that the Regalia had been sent to Charles II in exile in Paris. If they 
had indeed been sent there, it is likely they would have been sold and lost 
forever. However, at the Restoration in 1660, the Dowager-Countess Marischal 
claimed all honour of having preserved them. Her younger son, Sir John Keith, 
was created Earl of Kintore and granted £400 a year, Mrs Grainger received 
2,000 marks for her part [a one off payment, which some sources say she never 
received – of approximately £1,300] but Ogilvy whose courage was all, received 
only ‘the empty honour of a baronetcy.’  
 
The Regalia was used regularly at the opening and closing of each Scottish 
Parliament, until the Act of Union in 1707. When the last Scottish Parliament 
rose, the Jewels, for which a special clause had been inserted into the Treaty 
that they should never be removed from Scotland, were locked up in an old oak 
chest in the Crown room of Edinburgh Castle, and forgotten. 
 
Sir Walter Scott, the promoter of all things Scottish, was granted permission to 
look for them in 1818, he found them and in 1819 they were put on display 
where they have been ever since.  Apparently only one object was not found 
with the rest. This was the embroidered belt and clasp of the Sword of State, 
given by Pope Julius II to James IV.  
 
In 1892, the Rev S Ogilvy-Baker, vicar of Muchelney, wrote to the Queen’s 
Remembrancer in Scotland saying that he had the belt in his keeping. It 
appeared that in 1790, Sir David Ogilvy discovered it built into the garden wall 
at his house of Barras. On Sir David’s death the belt passed to his son, George, 
the last baronet, and from George to his sister, Jane Benger, grandmother of 
the reverend gentleman who so faithfully discharged a trust imposed on his 
ancestors, more than 250 years previously, by restoring it to its rightful place. 
There was no question of its not being genuine. A belt of woven lace in five 
colours, gold, silver, blue, crimson and brown, displaying the papal arms and 
tiara, alternating with the personal arms of Julius II. Both the belt and the 
sword, corresponded very nearly with a similar sword and belt, presented by 
Julius II, to the Confederated States of Switzerland in 1512. The belt’s buckle 
seemed to date from the early part of the 15th century, and the belt woven to 
fit it at the beginning of the 16th century.  
  
Had the family initially retained the belt, as proof that they indeed had rescued 
the jewels?  
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The descent of the belt through the family11:- 
 
1664 Sir George Ogilvy purchased the family seat, Barras from his brother-in-
law. Sir George was the one who held Dunnottar during the civil war. He was 
created a ‘Baronet of Nova Scotia’ in recognition of this deed. (Portrait by John 
Scougall12). He was subsequently succeeded by the following:  
 
1680? Sir William Ogilvy,   
1707 Sir David Ogilvy,   
1740? Sir William Ogilvy,  
1791 Sir David Ogilvy, a major of marines, who married Jane, son of John 
Benger Esq of Devizes.  He died in 1799 and his wife in 1800. Their children 
were George Musgrave (the heir), William, Elizabeth, Jane Benger (wife of 
Alexander Livingstone Esq), Mary Barclay and Catherine Anne. 
 
Sir George Musgrave Ogilvy (6th Bart) inherited in 1799 but died unmarried in 
1837 at Newton Mill, Forfarshire, after a few days’ illness (Bath Chronicle 23 
March 1837).  His brother Sir William Ogilvy, 7th Bart, inherited the title in 
1837, but died unmarried c. 1840 and the Baronetcy became extinct or 
dormant.  
 
Newton Mill thus passed to his sister, Jane Benger Livingston.  It seems her 
husband, Alexander, possibly took the name Ogilvy, eg the Scottish Post Offices 
Directory for 1846 has ‘A. L. Ogilvy of Newtonmill’     
 
Alexander and Jane’s son, George Livingston Ogilvy, inherited Newtonmill. He 
was a Doctor of Medicine. In 1861 he and his wife Emily Sarah were living with 
the Bakers in Burrington. Emily died in 1868. It seems he married again: to 
Annie Lockey Harle of Newcastle in 1878. No issue has been found for either 
marriage. It seems Newtonmill disappeared from family ownership around this 
time.  
 

 
11 Various sources eg Cokayne, G E, Complete Baronetage Vo 3, 1900, p 335 
12 Accession No PG 3418 National Galleries of Scotland  
https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/sir-george-ogilvy-of-barras-active-
16341679-213188   

https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/sir-george-ogilvy-of-barras-active-16341679-213188
https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/sir-george-ogilvy-of-barras-active-16341679-213188
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The sword belt passed through these generations to Jane Bowden Livingston, 
and her son Rev Samuel Ogilvy Baker returned the belt to Scotland in 1892. So, 
the question remains, did the impetus to return the belt come from Jane, 
worrying about it shortly before she died? Or was it Samuel thinking it was the 
right thing to do?  Samuel died in 1921.13 There is a small gravestone in 
Muchelney churchyard, inscribed: 
 

In loving memory of Jane Bowden, widow of Samuel Baker of 
Clevedon and daughter of Captain Alexander Livingston-Ogilvy, 
entered into rest March 14 1896 aged 86. And also of Samuel Ogilvy 
Baker, son of the aforesaid, for twenty six years vicar of this parish, 
entered into rest February 28 1921, aged 85 years. 

 
 
Postscript 
The Somerset Heritage Centre holds a number of Baker family documents, both 
personal and professional.  According to the Weston Mercury, 20 September 
2017, Ernest Baker, solicitor, local historian and author lived at Aldwick Court. He 
sold the Court, numerous cottages and 700 acres of land in 1919 – two sons, a 
son-in-law , brother and three nephews had been lost in the Great War. He 
moved to Glebe House, Weston-Super-Mare.  
 
Following the death of his granddaughter in 2016, 150 family heirlooms were put 
up for auction.  
 
This present article is already too long, but for those who would like to do a little 
research of their own, it seems possible that Elizabeth Ogilvy Benger, (1778-
1827) born in Wells, with family in Devizes, authoress, might be a cousin of Jane 
Benger Livingston.  
 
  

 
13 The Scotsman  3 March 1921 
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The Buckland Charity Lands in West Harptree 
 
In the 1841 Tithe Schedule for West Harptree there are fifteen parcels of land, 
amounting to about 66 acres in all, that were held by the Churchwardens of 
West Harptree Parish for the benefit of the poor people there.  
 
Two of these parcels, each comprising about three acres, and occupied at that 
time by Ann Chapman, lay separately between West Harptree village and the 
hamlet of Shrowle in East Harptree Parish. The rent from these provided the 
income for a charity set up by John Buckland of West Harptree in a codicil 
attached to his will around the end of the seventeenth century. Remarkably, 
their rent continued to serve this same purpose for the ‘Buckland Charity’ for 
the next 300 years or so.  
 
This article describes John Buckland’s decision to set up the charity and the 
problems he caused the people he tasked with implementing his wishes by the 
way he decided to do so.  
   
John Buckland held the demesne lands of the manor of West Harptree Gournay 
from the Duchy of Cornwall as tenant by ‘chattel lease’. This type of lease 
allowed the leaseholder certain flexibility over its disposal, particularly its 
inheritance on the death of the leaseholder. This was the issue which 
concerned John in 1668 as his only son had recently died and, as the lease 
seems to have been entailed on male heirs, he could not leave these lands to 
his only other child, his married daughter Elizabeth. 
 
John Buckland‘s will of 20 September 1668 
 
Although John seemed to be in perfectly good health at the time – he lived for 
nearly ten more years –   the need to clarify his wishes about the inheritance of 
the WH Gournay demesne lands was almost certainly the reason that he drew 
up his will on 20 September 1668. It was certainly nothing to do with his charity 
as this is not mentioned in the will. 
 
Like many wills, John Buckland’s contains much of local history interest which 
is beyond the scope of this article. The part that is worth relating, however, is 
John’s detailed instruction about precisely how he wished to leave the WH 
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Gournay part of his estate as this introduces his close relations and some 
members of the wider Buckland clan that appear later in connection with his 
charity.         
 
Firstly, John Buckland directs that his dear (but nameless!) wife, followed by 
their daughter Elizabeth, then married to John Blewett, should have the 
benefit of the property during their lifetimes. 
 
1. The subsequent  pecking order of inheritance by male heirs as 

directed by John Buckland was as follows: 
 

2. The second son of his daughter Elizabeth Blewett and his male heirs, 
and failing any such male heirs to her third to seventh sons similarly, 
and lastly to her first son similarly (presumably the first son was at the 
end because it would be expected that he would inherit the estate of 
his father. 
 

3. His cousin Charles Buckland, son of his uncle Robert Buckland, then 
deceased, for his life and then to Charles’ eldest son and his male 
heirs; failing such male heirs, to his cousin’s second to seventh sons 
similarly to the above. 
 

4. His cousin John Buckland, son of his uncle William Buckland, then 
deceased, for his life and then to his cousin’s eldest son, John 
Buckland (who was godson of the testator), and his male heirs, and 
failing such heirs to his cousin’s second to seventh sons similarly to 
the above.  
 

5. The second son of his cousin Walter Buckland of Starlinch, Wiltshire, 
and his male heirs; failing such male heirs, to his cousin’s third to 
seventh sons and lastly to his cousin’s eldest son similarly to the 
above. A proviso was attached that such sons/heirs must ‘be bred up 
in and conform to the reformed religion and not to popery’. 
 

6. Failing the existence of any such heirs, the fall back was inheritance by 
his ‘right heirs’, whoever they might be.  
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The codicil of 23 April 1673 
 
The codicil that John Buckland added to his will between four and five years 
later in 23 April 1673 is concerned specifically with setting up his charity. The 
preliminaries state that he is doing this is ‘in testimony of my affections 
towards the poor’. He then devises the two parcels of land mentioned in the 
West Harptree tithe schedule, in trust to the following group of people 
mentioned above: John Blewett and his wife Elizabeth (John Buckland’s 
daughter); his cousin Charles Buckland described as ‘of Lewes in Sussex’; and 
his cousin John Buckland ‘the elder of East Harptree’. Probably this John is the 
cousin of the same name referred to in his will?  
 
The parcels of land are described precisely in the codicil as: meadow ground 
called Clives Pits and sometimes parcel of Symes tenement, lately exchanged 
with John Chancellor (at the tithe it was called Symes Close); and a close or 
parcel of meadow called Cholwell ‘wherein John Sergeant has about an acre on 
the south side’. Both closes were within the parish of West Harptree and were 
then in the occupation or tenure of John Chancellor of East Harptree at a yearly 
rent of eighteen shillings by a lease for an as yet unexpired term of years. The 
acre of Cholwell held by John Sergeant was clearly excluded from the larger 
part in the occupation of John Chancellor. 
 
The way in which the income from the closes from the land should be used for 
the benefit of the poor of West Harptree is spelt out in great detail but basically 
it is to provide the money for an apprenticeship for a suitable lad whose 
parents cannot afford to do so themselves. At those times when there might 
not be a suitable candidate for such an apprenticeship then the money should 
be put towards assisting the poor in an appropriate way. It was emphasised 
that this would be as additional support and not a way for the parish to save 
money on the normal poor relief. The way that the money should be paid out, 
accounted for in the poor book and audited is also specified in detail, including 
that the justices of peace should carry out an annual check. 
  
A significant additional benefit for the poor of the parish was the bequest that 
John Buckland’s sister Mary Buckland, now deceased, had made to the parish 
of West Harptree. Both she and her sister Barbara Buckland were still living in 
1668 when John made his will, in which he mentions that they both held 
tenements in West Harptree. Mary’s bequest was of the ground that she had 
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bought in Backwell, called ‘Cockellscroft’.  This was let at forty-six shillings a 
year and she had intended this to support a poor apprentice or, failing that, the 
poor of West Harptree generally. Mary, however, had not in her own will 
bequeathed Cockellscroft in trust to a specific person or persons to be 
responsible for the future management of her trust. John Buckland, as her 
brother and heir, therefore, combined Mary’s bequest with his own.  
 
It is interesting to speculate whether Mary’s generous charitable bequest of 
forty six shillings per year was in fact the trigger for John Buckland’s codicil at 
this date. It would have reflected badly on John’s reputation, one imagines, if 
he had just passed on Mary’s bequest without contributing a bequest of his 
own.   
   
John Buckland signed a final annex to his will on 25 August 1678 and died 
shortly afterwards as his will was proved in the same year. 
 
Implementing the Charity 
  
Given that John Buckland lived for a further five years after his codicil setting 
up his charity, it is unclear why he did not appear to take any steps to set up 
the charity on a sound basis during his lifetime. The passage of time itself 
caused immense complications.  
 
The most important complication was that all four of the trustees of the charity 
named in the codicil to whom the two closes of land had been bequeathed in 
trust had died. The legal rules relating to trusts seem to have been that, under 
such circumstances, the trusteeship would become the responsibility of the 
heir of the last surviving of the four original trustees.  As these were John 
Buckland’s daughter Elizabeth, her husband John Blewett, his cousin Charles 
Buckland of Lewes, and John Buckland the elder of East Harptree, the odds 
would have been heavily in favour of such an heir being at least a Buckland, if 
not a direct descendant of John Buckland himself.  
 
However, as it turned out, the trustee, who had survived the longest of the 
four, was John Blewett (described as of Holcombe Devon), and with no heir 
from his marriage with Elizabeth, John Blewett’s heir was his widowed sister, 
Joanna Davison of Freshford in Somerset. 
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Joanna Davison appears to have had no personal connection with West 
Harptree. On the other hand, the Bucklands still did own considerable property 
there in the early 1700s in the person of a Maurice Buckland, whose executors, 
after his death, sold his landed property in West Harptree to various people. 
One of these was William Earle, a serjeant at law, who had recently acquired 
the manor of West Harptree Tilly. Two other purchasers mentioned were John 
Brickdale, a woollen draper of Bristol (who had bought the largest share of the 
properties), and David Nicholas a blacksmith of West Harptree.  
 
Maurice Buckland, described as of Standerwick Wiltshire (now in Somerset), 
was the person who had inherited the West Harptree estate of John Buckland. 
It seems likely, (though not absolutely certain) from the Wiltshire connection, 
that he was one of the sons of John’s cousin Walter Buckland of Starlinch, 
Wiltshire, named in John’s will. He would have been anxious that John’s wish to 
set up his charity would be honoured by the Buckland family, although it seems 
from the land sales that neither he nor his sons were planning to live in West 
Harptree themselves. William Earle, on the other hand, was establishing 
himself as an important person in West Harptree and, in the absence of any 
Buckland resident there, he would presumably expect to play a lead role in the 
charity to support the poor of the parish. Joanna Davison, for her part, would 
doubtless have been keen to unburden herself of this unexpected and 
unwanted commitment to the trust. 
 
All three parties were therefore in agreement that the charity should be set up 
on a formal legal and practical basis with trustees willing and able to manage it 
according to John Buckland’s original wishes. This was achieved by a legal 
agreement in the form of a Deed of Trust dated 4 September 1708 (the seventh 
year of the reign of Queen Anne) between: on one side Joanna Davison, who 
was paid five shillings for the two West Harptree parcels of land and the 
Backwell land; and on the other side Maurice Buckland with Phillip and 
Maurice, his eldest and second sons; William Earle with Goodenough Earle and 
William Hall Earle, his eldest and second sons from his marriage to Henrietta, 
daughter of Smart Goodenough; and a Thomas Holworthy of Roborough, 
Somerset, whose particular connection is not explained. These latter were to 
be the new trustees of the charity and to take over this responsibility from 
Joanna Davison. 
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The lease of the Symes Close and Cholwell parcels to John Chancellor 
presumably continued for some years. Eventually, that lease would have 
terminated and the trustees were able to negotiate a new lease on 21 April 
1711 with Thomas Nicholas, a shoemaker of West Harptree, at the increased 
rate of £5 a year for 21 years. The new lease was in the form of an indenture 
between Thomas Nicholas on the one part and on the other part: William Earle 
of West Harptree representing the trustees of the charity, together with 
Thomas Cross, one of the churchwardens, and Walter Smith and James Heale, 
the overseers of the poor of the parish. All three were described as yeomen.  
 
Both the 1708 trust deed and the 1711 lease specified the parcels concerned as 
Symes Close and Cholwell, with each estimated to be about 3 acres. The trust 
deed had been more specific about Cholwell, saying that ‘a certain John 
Sergeant had about one acre of the meadow ground called Cholwell on its 
south-east side’, which (as stated above) was clearly excluded from the 
donation. The 1841 tithe award schedule with the associated map underlines 
the same point. At that time the ground called Cholwell was represented by the 
larger parcel reference 226, which the churchwardens held, and parcel 
reference 227, owned and occupied at that date by James Lane, which is 
indeed a one acre piece taken out of the south-east side.    
  
Certain conditions applied to the new lease setting out the obligations that 
applied to each party:  
 
a. The churchwardens will divide the close called Cholwell with a quickset 

hedge and Thomas Nicholas will then keep it in good repair. This hedge 
would almost certainly have been to separate the Buckland Charity’s part 
of the close from that held by John Sergeant. 
 

b. The churchwardens and overseers will, within one year of the start of the 
lease, make a new ditch and repair the hedge on the side of the close 
called Symes that abuts on to ‘the lane or highway’ [Note: this is the leg of 
Whistley Lane going in the direction of Shrowle]. Again, Thomas Nicholas 
will then be responsible for keeping the hedge and ditch in good repair. 

 
c. Thomas Nicholas will not plough nor till any of the closes within six years of 

the end of the lease.  
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Both Symes Close and Cholwell continued to be held by the charity until 
December 2003, when they were sold and the proceeds invested to provide a 
larger income. The land in Backwell donated by Mary Buckland (then known as 
‘Cockwell Croft’) had been sold much earlier in 1962. 
 
Two further pieces of ground in West Harptree belonging to the Buckland 
Charity and known as Lamb Bottom and Limekiln (often referred to as the Old 
Quarry) were also sold, but not until 2016. This delay was because the trustees 
needed to satisfy the Charity Commissioners that the Buckland Charity was the 
legal owner due to the lack of title deeds, despite a schedule of 10 May 1929 
including these. Nonetheless, in the tithe award of 1841 these properties (then 
split into three parcels) also belonged to the churchwardens of West Harptree 
and so were probably part of the charity’s holding by then. 
 
The ‘John and Mary Buckland Charity’ still performs its original main purpose as 
it awards annual grants for those in education and training, including 
apprenticeships. The secondary fall-back purpose of supporting the poor of the 
parish is no longer valid as this function is fulfilled by a second long standing 
West Harptree charity. 
 
 
Sources:  
 
The documentary sources are all held in the Somerset Heritage Centre as 
bundles with other documents under the same reference. The attested  
copy of John Buckland’s 1668 will and later codicils (Ref. DD/SF11/1/63-64  
& 66-70). Buckland Charity land trust deed of 1708 and the lease of 1711  
(Ref. DD/SPY/22). Details of lands in West Harptree purchased from the 
trustees of the will of Maurice Buckland deceased are in a draft settlement 
document relating to the marriage between William Earle and Henrietta 
Goodenough, and a separate indenture/conveyance, both dates in 1715 (Ref. 
DD/SPY/90).  
 
Information on the current position on the land and the charity’s purpose was 
kindly provided by Maggie Brain and Jan Burdge the Chair and Secretary 
respectively of the Buckland Charity. 
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Litton Beer Theft – December 1842 
 

During the trial of James and Eli Norris for the murder of Benjamin Rich much was 
made of the fact that both men were of good character ie had no previous criminal 
convictions. That could not be said of the deceased as the following discloses.  
 
When asked by the Magistrates John Champion described his occupation as that of 
a Brewer. He lived in a fine house which I believe is now called Ril House on Litton 
Lane in the then very small village of Litton. Why do I believe his residence to be 
Ril House? As during Court proceedings he drew a sketch map of his house. I 
reproduce it as below; 

 

 
 

He described his house as fronting onto the road but divided from it by an Iron 
Palisade and Terrace. Immediately joining this and under the same roof was a 
building that was used at that time as a Baptist Chapel. The Chapel itself had a 
cellar underneath and at the side of the Chapel there was an enclosed yard 
secured by gates from the road. Entry to the cellar could only be gained from the 
yard through some double doors. At night these doors would be locked either by 
Champion himself or one of his servants. The doors and locks were purported to 
be strong which made them difficult to open. 
 
Champion used the cellar to brew beer and as well as employing Thomas Bryant 
and Frederick Middle as personal servants he also employed a father and son to 
work in the brewery. These were William Rich and his son, later to be a 
gamekeeper, Benjamin Rich. They lived about 150 yards away along with 
Benjamin’s cousin Thomas Ryall. 
 
At about 8pm on Wednesday 21st December 1842 Thomas Bryant locked up the 
cellar and went home. Frederick Middle finished work at the brewery around the 
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same time. He went home to his house that was only about 30 yards from the 
Chapel.  
 
Around about midnight he came downstairs from his bedroom and saw Benjamin 
Rich and Thomas Ryall stood in the road by Ril House. He went outside and 
knowing the two men well Middle bid them “Good night”. Both ignored him. 
 
Middle returned to his house and as his “Suspicions were excited” he went upstairs 
and opened a window which allowed him to look into the yard next to the Chapel. 
The night was a moonlit night, as it always seemed to be when offenders were 
caught during the hours of darkness! 
 
Middle watched as Thomas Ryall came out of the cellar into the yard. He was 
carrying a pail and was followed by Rich. Both men left the yard and walked to 
William Rich’s house.  
 
Middle rushed downstairs and into the yard. He checked the cellar doors and 
found that they had been broken open. Fearing that the 2 men were returning he 
rushed back into his house and kept watch again.    
 
Ryall and Rich returned and went back into the cellar. They remained there for 
about 5 minutes whereupon Ryall came out again with a pail. Rich followed a short 
time later and both went off towards William Rich’s house again. 
 
Middle went back to the cellar doors and found that they had been pushed back 
together and secured with a stone at the bottom to keep them closed. He now 
decided that his “Master” should be awoken and informed. 
 
The time had moved on to about 1.30am when John Champion was informed 
about what had happened and he immediately got up and went to the cellar. 
Champion saw that the cellar door had been broken open and beer had been 
spilled on the floor. He looked to where he had stored a “40 gallon hogshead 
barrel of beer that had been in tap for a few days” and saw that the “Barrel had 
been drawn from”. 
 
Middle was dispatched to inform the police and about 30 minutes later the Parish 
Constable arrived on the scene. His name was Sawyer or Dyer. 
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Whilst all the men were in the yard in conversation Benjamin Rich was seen by the 
yard gates. The constable immediately arrested him and together with John 
Champion, Frederick Middle and Thomas Bryant they marched the 150 yards to 
William Rich’s house. They went straight inside and found Thomas Ryall sat down 
smoking with beer in a can on the table. Champion grabbed the can and drank 
some. He could tell immediately from the taste that this was his beer that had 
been stolen from the cellar. They searched the room and found a pail, a keg of 
beer containing 5 gallons; 2 x 1 gallon bottles of beer and 1 half gallon bottle of 
beer, all of these were found to taste the same as Champions brewed beer. Ryall 
was then arrested. 
 
In 1842 there was no way that both men could be taken to secure premises at that 
time of night. So the constable directed that Thomas Bryant and Frederick Middle 
should remain at the house with both detained persons until the morning when 
arrangements could be made to convey them both to Wells to appear before the 
Magistrates.  
 
Come the morning Benjamin Rich was nowhere to be seen. He slipped away during 
the night and as was described later that day was deemed to be “At large”. Whilst 
Ryall did not take the opportunity to escape he told Bryant that the previous night 
“He had a pail brought to him but did not know what was in it”. 
 
When Ryall appeared before the Magistrates he was charged with stealing 8 
gallons of beer to the value of 10/- (50p). In answer to the charge he changed his 
story slightly saying that;  “He was not on Mr Champion’s premises that night at 
all. It was water I had in the pail brought from the well above”. 
 
Ryall was released on recognizes to the value of £40 to attend the next Assizes. 
 
Rich was captured some time before the 1843 Somerset Epiphany Sessions at 
Wells were heard. Rich pleaded guilty and was sentenced to 4 months 
imprisonment and after a short trial Ryall was found guilty and was imprisoned for 
9 months. 
 
Sources  
Somerset Archives reference number Q/SR/533/22 to 25 
Sherborne Mercury 25/3/43 
Taunton Courier and Western Advisor 11/3/43 
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Sutton Court 
 
I wonder how many people realise, travelling to Bath along the A368 after 
Bishop Sutton tennis club, that behind the stone wall on their left lies a 
grade 2 listed house with C14th origins once lived in by Bess of Hardwick.  
 
Sutton Court was built as a fortified court house in 1310 by William de 
Sutton and some of that original building is still inhabited to this day. This 
includes the three storey pele (peel) tower and stone spiral staircase 
leading to a door at the top. From there you can access the castellated 
tower roof where there are far reaching views over undulating countryside, 
most of it originally the land belonging to Sutton Court. The newly built 

house would have 
been surrounded 
by a curtain wall 
and a large part of 
it still survives. 
There are rumours 
that it could 
possibly have 
been moated and 
even today you 
don't have to dig 
down too far to 
come across wet 
ground.  
 
There have been 
several different 
families living in 
Sutton Court 
through the 
centuries who 
have extended 
and altered the 
building. The court 
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was passed to the Looe family who added to it in 1450. In 1558 it was lived 
in by Elizabeth, Lady St.Looe who is now known as Bess of Hardwick. She 
lived there with her third husband and he left it to her on his death leaving 
nothing to his children from a previous marriage. Following the St Looe's 
came Richard Jones and his son Sir William Jones, the Attorney General of 
England. Then it was bought by the Baber family, a familiar name in several 
of the local graveyards. Finally, the Stracheys in 1674. They were the last of 
the aristocratic families to own it and eventually sold the whole estate, 
including Folly Farm which was once a deer park, to a developer in 1987. 
The building was converted into apartments and the coach house and 
grooms’ cottage became standalone houses.  
 
With its 15 acres of grounds, lake and long history, Sutton Court is still a 
delightful place to live in the 21st century. 
 

 

Sutton Court as it appeared in a postcard c. 1905. This façade dates to a 

re-build in 1858  
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Worth Passing On 

 
The following newspaper item had been cut out and attached to The East Harptree 
School Head Mistresses Log Book in 1914. I don’t know if it is relevant but it was 
on the same pages as the notes regarding the starting of Cookery Lessons at the 
school: 

 
The valuable advice printed below was given to boys and girls 
attending evening classes, by Mr. E. J. Fox, the managing director of 
the Stanton Iron Works (Derbyshire) which employs 14,000 men. It is 
worth cutting out for display on the Seniors’ Notice Board. 

 
TO BOYS AND GIRLS 

(1) Get a trade or profession at your finger ends. Do not become an ‘odd 
job man’. 

(2) Be tidy in your work and in your personal attire. Untidiness in your work 
is expensive and wasteful. A man or woman tidy in personal attire is tidy 
in work and vice versa. 

(3) Be accurate in your work and in your statement. Do not be afraid of 
saying, ‘I don’t know’. It is much better to say so than to invent a reply 
and probably mislead. 

(4) Be punctual. If you start the day five minutes before time you seem to 
keep on top of your job. On the other hand, if you start five minutes late 
you seem to be behindhand all through the day. An unpunctual person 
wastes other people’s time. 

(5) Last, but not least, be reliant. Make it possible for your foreman or 
manager to depend on you. Many a clever individual fails to progress 
because he is unreliable. 

 
TO GIRLS 

Don’t forget the most important subject of all, a knowledge of housekeeping, 
and particularly of cooking. These are subjects of national importance – and 
certainly subjects of primary importance for your own future happiness. 
The lot of our industrial classes would be enriched if the art of housekeeping and 
of economical cooking were more looked up to and respected, and less treated 
as troublesome necessity. 
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“Madam Walters” of East Harptree 
 

I first read of the mysterious Madam Walters of East Harptree many years ago, in 
Robin Athill's “Old Mendip,” which was on the family bookshelf when I was a child. 
My father liked nothing better than taking us out to track down, and photograph, 
the remains of industrial archaeology. But that is another story ... 
 
Madam's name was not really Walters, although that was how it had come down 
in village tradition a hundred years after her death, when Mrs Kettlewell was 
collecting her “Trinkum Trinkums,” memories of the residents of East Harptree. 
She was actually a Mrs Ann Walker, spinster, who lived in East Harptree as a 
recluse for many years, until she died in 1801.  “Mrs” was then an honorary title 
given to older women. Mrs Walker is mentioned by Athill as he tries to unravel the 
names and locations of various houses in the village bearing the name of 
Richmond or Richmonte over the years, starting with the Norman Richmont Castle.  
This has all been documented in other places, although the jury is still out on some 
of the conclusions. The term “Royalty or Lordship of Richmond” was still being 
used in an advertisement when the Harptree estate was for sale in 1803 and 
“Richmont Place” is the name chosen for houses being built in the village at the 
time of writing. (2020) 
 
In Mrs Kettlewell's time, Ann Walker's home was remembered in the village as 
being called Richmond Hall, although I have not found a contemporary document 
giving it this name. The site is in a field shown as Maddocks, or “Maddoxes” on the 
tithe map of 1839, at the southern edge of the village, where Western Lane joins 
Smithams Hill. The remains of the boundary wall can still be seen at the edge of 
the lane on the right. The house is clearly marked on the undated Mineral Map of 
East Harptree, held at the Somerset Heritage Centre, with many of the fields 
assigned to “Late Walker”. By the end of the nineteenth century it had been a ruin 
for many years, although, until just after the first world war, an avenue of lime 
trees still led up to the site, “a great feature of the village,” in Mrs Kettlewell's 
opinion. In “Times Remembered, Times Forgotten” Jon Budd quotes Don Hearse, 
who heard tell of his father and grandfather cutting the trees down.  
 
According to local legend, this lime avenue was haunted by the ghost of Ann 
Walker. Rumour had it that she had an attractive younger sister, whom she had 
starved to death in a cellar after they both wished to marry the same man. It was 
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also reported that, after Ann's death, 42 thousand guineas was taken to the Court 
of Chancery in London by a local man disguised as a carpenter. Others said it was a 
wagon load of gold and silver plate. 
 
How much of this is, or might be, true? The Walker family, who had roots in Litton, 
were local landowners. Her grandfather's tombstone described him as “William 
Walker. Gent.” It seems that there was indeed a younger sister, Theodosia, but as 
she was fifty when she died in 1777, it seems as if the starvation diet took a long 
time to work. She is buried in Litton churchyard, as is Ann herself, along with 
several others of the Walker family. Their father was a clerk in holy orders, 
possibly the Rev John Walker who was vicar of Easton-in-Gordano and Clevedon 
until 1771, the year of his death.  Ann's late uncle, another William Walker, had 
lived in East Harptree before her, and it was said she herself had lived there for at 
least thirty years before she died. She was then aged “81 years and upwards”, with 
no close family.  
 
There were, however, a number of distant cousins who all felt they had a right to 
the Walker property. This led to a long and complicated law suit, which it seems 
was not settled for about twenty, and possibly nearly thirty, years. No wonder the 
house fell into ruins. 
 
It seems that Mrs Walker had made a detailed will in 1789, albeit without legal 
advice, appointing (yet another) William Walker and Harriet Mary Walker, 
spinster, as executors and residuary legatees. These were the presumed next of 
kin. They appear to have been brother and sister, who lived together in Craven 
Buildings, London. However, although the will was signed, it was not witnessed. A 
note in her handwriting was found, stating that she had written and signed her will 
and that she was awaiting suitable people being available to witness it.  She 
apparently entertained the not uncommon belief that witnesses would have to see 
what was in the will. Two other second cousins then disputed the inheritance, as 
their interests had been denied, and appeals were still being made for other 
relatives to come forward in 1809. Over the years decisions were made, disputed, 
set aside, challenged, upheld - the lawyers must have made a lot of money. There 
were two separate hearings to try finally to establish the heir-at-law in 1817 alone. 
A definitive map, available at the Somerset Heritage Centre, was made in 1819, 
showing “The late Miss Ann Walker's freehold estates.”  It shows the buildings plus 
the 116 acres of land which were in her possession, locally and also in Shepton 
Mallet and Wells. It is not clear on the current available evidence what the final 
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decision was, but the majority of her estate appears to have eventually come up 
for sale, and perhaps the proceeds split between the beneficiaries, in December 
1828. Even then, the sale had originally been scheduled for June, when it had been 
“unavoidably postponed”. 
 
The most detailed newspaper account of Mrs Walker's eccentric lifestyle appeared 
in a report of the proceedings in the High Court of Delegates, in the “British Press” 
on Monday 25 February 1805. It was said that she had not left the confines of her 
own grounds for possibly 40 years before her death, not even to go to church. She 
admitted no social visitors, except her chosen executors, and would look through 
the keyhole to check the identity of anyone who came on business before 
unlocking the door. Only one person at a time was admitted, and she instructed 
that no medical help was ever to be called for.  No maintenance or repairs were 
permitted to be done on the building, with the result that “she suffered the 
greatest part of the building to fall down and go to ruin, sooner than have 
workmen or strangers about her.”  In her own bedroom “the greatest part of the 
ceiling had fallen in.” She was suspicious of her servants, not allowing them in to 
clean the room where her papers were kept, keeping a watch on every part of the 
house and latterly never even going into the gardens if her man servant was at 
home. Maybe this is how she earned the honorary, village title of “Madam”! 
 
What about the rumoured treasure?  As time went on she took great care to give 
an appearance of poverty, even concealing the real state of her affairs from her 
attorney. It was no good applying to Mrs Walker for a loan or mortgage – she was 
more likely to ask to borrow money from her neighbours or tenants, repaying 
when her rent money came in. The reason for all this care became apparent after 
her death, when a paper was found by her intended executors, detailing exactly 
where in the house to look for her hidden money. They were urged to supervise 
the hunt in person. “Let nothing call you from seeing it to be done yourself … trust 
no one.”  Altogether money was found in parcels and packets in ninety five 
different places in the house, including hidden among some rags in a box in the 
kitchen. There was also a hole in a wall “which you can't reach without a ladder” to 
be found. The final total was said to have been in the region of twenty thousand 
pounds – less than half of what gossip said, but still a considerable amount in 
1801.  
 
The text of the will was reproduced in full in the paper, much of the wording 
apparently based on her late uncle's will. There were two small bequests: £50 to 
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William Westley, wine merchant of Bristol, possibly a distant relative, and £5 to 
the parishes of both East Harptree and “Lytton”, for the poor. The rest of her 
estate she wished to go to her “dear cousins”, who were also to be her executors. 
There were also clear instructions about what was not to happen. On no account 
was any of her land to be sold to Mr Robert Wright of East Harptree, particularly a 
piece at Coley known as Martlands, which adjoined some of his land. All her estate 
was to remain in her family “for ever until time shall be no more.” Unfortunately 
her plans came to nothing. 
 
By the time the estate did come up for sale in 1828, Mrs Walker's house was no 
more, as Lot 1 in the sale notice includes “A Close, called Maddock's, with the site 
of a Dwelling-House.”  Listed are pastures, arable land, cottages, a farmhouse, and 
several lots of valuable timber, both in East Harptree and Coley. Also up for sale , 
interestingly, is “a pew in East Harptree Church.” I wonder who had been sitting 
there in the sixty years or so since the Walker family last used it? 
 
And how about the ghost? Well, Mrs Kettlewell suggested that it had disappeared 
with the lime tree avenue. Unless you know better. 
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Maddocks – the progression of a field through time 

 
Having access to digitised maps allows us to examine an area from an historic 
perspective, a real advantage for those trying to understand how land has 
been managed and manipulated over the centuries. Sue Emmett’s article on 
Ann Walker (see “Madam Walters” of East Harptree) presents an appropriate 
opportunity to compare images as a progression, centred on a field known as 
Maddocks. 
 
This is a linear field to the south of the village, between Proud Cross and 
Smitham Hill. The origin of its name is not known although variations of its 
spelling include Maddox, Maddoxes and Maddock’s. It has also been known as 
‘The six acres’. 
 
That Maddocks was the site of Ann Walker’s house is not in dispute, but it may 
have been the site of a much earlier property. 

Fig 1: Location of 
Maddocks 
(extract from OS 
Explorer map 141 
1:25,000) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maddocks 
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For some time The Harptrees History Society has been trying to establish 
exactly where a 'lost' house built for Sir John Newton in the 17th century, with 
stone from the ruins of Richmont Castle, might once have stood14. One theory 
was that it lay near the Smitham Hill-Western Lane crossroads and 
interestingly the Day & Masters map of Somerset produced in 1782 shows a 
substantial property at this location. This map, however, identifies a Richmond 
Hall on the site of the current Harptree Court which could also be a contender 
for the ‘lost’ property. In any event it seems clear that there were at least two 
large properties in the parish by this time. So, what was the one roughly 
centred on Maddocks and who lived there? 

Fig 2: Extract from Day & Masters map of 1782 

 
14 See also The Harptreenian: 1998 and 2007 
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NB. The following five map extracts (Figs 3-8) are orientated with 
north to the top and are approximately to the same scale. This 
allows for easier comparison. 

 
The first map in the sequence is an undated estate map believed to have been 
produced around or just before 1800. It shows land owned by the Earl 
Waldegrave (shaded), as well as identifying the owners of other lands.  
 

Fig 3: Extract from Earl Waldegrave’s Estate map15 

 

 
15 DD\WG/MAP/7A: The Royalty of East Harptree and Honor of Richmond  
belonging to John James Earl of Waldegrave, Somerset Heritage Centre 
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In this map we can see that Miss Walker owned fields which include numbers 
433, 432 and 435.  These collectively form the unit known as Maddoxes/ 
Maddocks. Note the long rectangular building between nos 433 and 432 and 
which sits alongside the road. This is almost certainly Miss Walker’s home.  
After Miss Walker’s death in 1801 her estate was sold and included in the 
particulars was a map dated 1819 (Fig 4). 
 

Fig 4: Part of the sales map from Ann Walker’s estate (1819) 

 
Of interest on this map are two buildings in the small field just to the north of the 
house. These are likely to be barns or farm buildings. The avenue of trees leading 
to the house and running parallel to the road are clearly marked. The house itself 
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is not large and is unlikely to be the substantial property shown in Day & Masters 
map (Fig 2). 

 
Fig 5: Part of a Mineral Plan (undated) 

 
Figure 5 shows a small extract from a map held in the Taunton Record Office 
which is described as a Mineral Plan16. It is undated but the reference to ‘Late 
Walker’ but not showing the land under the Waldegrave name would suggest 
that it dates from the period between Miss Walker’s death and her estate 
being sold17. The map shows the house but only one barn. This may be due to 
cartographic simplification.  

 
16 (DD_WG_MAP_18_8), Somerset Heritage Centre 
17 Or the map could have been prepared much later using, for 
convenience, earlier but obsolete material 
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The next map in the progression (Figure 618) is an extract from the Tithe 
Apportionments of 1837 where the field, now without any subdivisions, has 
been designated number 335. The house is shown but no barns or 
outbuildings.  
 
The award details show that the land, being pastureland totalling just over 8 
acres, is now owned by Earl Waldegrave and is occupied by a tenant called 
Benjamin Stellard.  
 

Fig 6: Part of the Parish Tithe Map 

 
 

 
18 18 D\D/Rt/M/65 Somerset Heritage Centre 
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Our final map in the progression is an extract from the first edition of the 25” 
to the mile scale Ordnance Survey map (Figure 7). This was produced forty-five 
years later. Here we can see that the house has been demolished but one of 
the barns remains standing. The original map is in colour and the five-sided 
dark shape to the north of the barn is coloured blue, indicating a pond19. When 
the pond was created in not known – it may be contemporary with the 
building of Miss Walker’s house and outbuildings but probably of no 
importance to the mapmakers of that time.  
 

Fig 7: Extract from OS 25” Sheets XIX 13 and 14 (1885) 

 

 
19 The pond remained until at least the 1960s when it was filled in.  
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The progression does not end quite there for we do have aerial photographs to 
compare with the earlier maps. Figure 8 shows an extract from a series of 
aerial photographs taken by the RAF in the winter of 1946 when the sun was 
low in the sky.   
 
Fig 8: Aerial photo taken on 14 January 1946 (RAF/3G/TUD/UK/24, Frame V5111 
Courtesy English Heritage (NMR) RAF Photography)  

 
The shape of the pond can be identified and possibly the remains of one of the 
outbuildings/barns, as well as the lines of the former field subdivisions which 
are shown on the earlier maps (Figs 3, 4 and 5 refer). Of interest are the very 
large shadows in the photograph; these are mature hedgerow elm trees (of 
which there were many in our area now sadly gone) and include a row 
alongside the road in front of where Miss walker’s house once stood.  
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Fig 9: Aerial photo taken in 2007 or 2008 (source unknown) 

 
This oblique aerial photograph is looking south uphill towards Smitham Hill and 
was taken about 2007. The field bottom right is the southern end of Maddocks 
where, some 200 years ago, Miss Ann Walker’s house stood. A rectangular 
area which was probably once the garden can be seen. In recent years the field 
has been subject to change. The undulations and features which marked Miss 
Walker’s house, garden and fields have largely been lost through the spreading 
of excavated material from an adjacent barn construction; the boundaries 
which can be seen in the photo have disappeared. 
 
Of course none of these sequential comparisons help with identifying whether 
Maddocks, or somewhere nearby, was the site of the big house shown on Day 
& Masters map. So, still very much work in progress for the Harptrees History 
Society.  
 
Sources: The author gratefully acknowledges the kind permission of the South 
West Heritage Trust to reproduce the extracts from the maps cited. 



 
 

 
 

Programme: September 2020 to July 2021 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Due to Covid 19 the Harptrees History Society cannot confirm a full set of 
meetings for the forthcoming season. Many members have, however, expressed a wish for 
some form of monthly talks to continue, albeit accepting that restrictions will need to be in 
place and that any programme may need to be changed at short notice. The committee has 
agreed to adopt a preliminary programme as follows. 

2020 

Wed 30 September  Cancelled 

Wed 28 October  Before The Lake’ an illustrated talk by Lesley Ross. Preceded by the AGM This is a 
member’s only free talk. Seats are limited and so must be pre-booked. 

Wed 25 November  Shared talk by two members on subjects TBA This is a member’s only free talk. 
Seats are limited and so must be pre-booked. 

Wed 16 December  Christmas meeting cancelled 

2021 

Wed 27 January Talk by a member. Subject TBA 

Wed 24 February Stuart Burroughs, ‘Out of the Earth, Bath’s Mineral Wealth, Coal, Stone and Clay’ 

Wed 31 March Teresa Hall, ‘The Winscombe Project, Investigating a Landscape of Dispersed 
Settlement’ 

Wed 28 April Gina Merrett Smith, ‘The Intrepid Marianne North – Remarkable Victorian Botanical 
Artist and her Connections with Kew Gardens’ 

 

FOR OUTSIDE VISITS, PLEASE CHECK WITH THE VISIT LISTS FOR FINAL DETAILS OR ANY CHANGES 

Wed 26 May Royal Mint, Llantrisant. TBC 

Wed 30 June Pulteney Estates, Bath. TBC 

Wed 28 July Wells Cathedral Chained Library. TBC 

All meetings are held at West Harptree village hall and start at 7.30pm unless otherwise stated. Please do not 
attend any event if you have COVID 19 symptoms and please inform a committee member if you develop 
symptoms after an event. For further details contact Lesley on 01761 221758 or Andrew 01761 221941 
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